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ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO, THURSDAY AFTERNOON, APRIL 16, 1903

ORGANIZED
LABOR READY
Federation of Labor Will
Fight Corporations.
NORTHWESTERN

TEACHERS MEETING

Launching of the Largest Freight Steamer
v

'

In

the World.

Washington,
16. President
AuHl
.Samuel Gompers of the American Federation of Labor Is at present out ol
the city and no statement concerning
his views on President's Parry's attack on trades unionism before the
convention of the National Association of Manufacturers at New Orleans
day before yesterday Is obtainable.
Views expressed by other officials at
the general headquarters here make
It apparent that the federation is preparing for the expected onslaught of
the manufacturers and will use every
endeavor to be in the best of trim
when the fight comes.- The speech of President Parry was
no surprise to the labor leaders as his
hostility toward union labor has long
been manifest. In fact, the manufacturing concern at Indianapolis of
which he is the head, has been placed
on the unfair list by the local unions
and open warfare between Mr. Parry
and the unions has been in existence
tor some time. The Jabor leaders,
however, say that Mr. Parry allowed
his personal animosity to carry him
too far in his denunciations of trades
unions before the
manufacturers.
Among other things he is quoted as
saying that labor unions are an
institution, that they do not
place their reliance on reaton and
Justice and that they have become a
menace to free government.
"It is a despotism In the midst of a
liberty loving people," declared the
president of the manufacturers' association, and continued. "Its history
Is stained with blood and ruin. Wrongs
committed by it cry unto Heaven. It
demands of congress the privilege of
violating laws against the destruction
of property. It extends its tactics of
coercion and Intimidation everywhere,
dictating to press and politicians and
strangling Independent thought and
American manhood. It holds a blud
geon over the head of every employer.
It denies the individual the right of
being his own judge as to the length
of time he shall work and as to what
he shall do within the time prescribed
It places a premium on indolence and
incompetency and restricts human
effort, reducing the aggregate produC'
tlon and Increasing the cost of things
produced. Union labor Is composed of
men of muscle, rather than men of In
telligence, and Is commanded by lead'
ers who are at heart disciples of rev.
lution."
In organized labor circles the address of Mr. Parry and its cordial
by his audience is regarded as
an indication that the association,
which heretofore has concerned itself
almost wholly with the extension of
American commerce, is about to de
part from its conservative policy and
throw down the gauntlet for a fight to
tne finish with the trades unions.
Under the guidance of the American
Federation of Labor the latter are be
ing marshalled for the fray, hundreds
of organizers being in the field secur
ing recruits and bringing together the
smaller unions into one compact body
eo that they may be more effectively
managed in the coming struggle.

ships being built for the Great Northern Railroad, was successfully launched today at the yards of the Eastern
Shipbuilding Company at Groton. The
christening ceremony was performed
by Miss Clara Hill, daughter of President J. J. Hill, in the presence of a
great crowd of spectators who applauded enthusiastically as the big
vessel slid down the greased ways and
took her Initial dip in the salt water.
The Minnesota, which is larger than
any vessel ever before built In this
country, and Is only equalled in size
In the world's fleet by the Celtic, the
Cedrlc and the new Kaiser Wiihelm II,
Is 630 feet long, 73 feet 6 Inches beam
and 56.5 feet from keel to upper deck,
having nine decks in all. The total
cargo capacity of 30,000 tons dead
weight. The ship has hatches so large
that a locomotive or a freight car can
be lowered into the hold intact, ready
to be hoisted upon the rails in some
foreign land.
The crew will be mostly Asiatic,
with white officers in charge, and number In all 250. The vessel is built for
long voyages on the Pacific, the distance from Seattle to Honolulu being
about 2,300 miles, and from the latter
port to Yokohoma about 3,500.
The bunker capacity , la 6,000 tons
and the mammoth ship will have two
vertical inverted direct acting triple
expansion surface condensing marine
engines driving twin screws and having an indicated horse power of about
10,000 at seventy-eigh- t
revolutions per
minute to push her on to her destination at a fourteen knot gait.

ELKS'

MINSTRELS.

Grand Entertainment

at the Colombo

Hall Tonight.
SANTA FE ELKS HERE.

A. L. Morrison, Jr., N. L. King, O. C.
Watson, W. E. Martin, A. S. Renehan,
R. E. Gortner, Charles Catron, Robert
Hardlnge, Frank Ford, Bert Phillips,
Dr. David Knapp, Peter Griffin, Amer-Ic- o
Dlgneo, R. H. McKenzle, A. M.
Bergere. Allan McCord. John Zimmer
man, Burt Klunk and Mr. Baxter,
members or the Santa Fe Elka' minstrels, arrived In the territorial metropolis on a stub train from the north
at 4 o'clock this morning, and they will
hold forth at Colombo hall tonight, rendering the great
farce entitled "Yard of Daisies."
In their proclamation to the public,
the Santa Fe Elks make the following
declaration:
To Their Serene Majesties, the People,
Greeting:
The time draws on anace and some
times breaks Into a gallop whereupon
a host of elks, with greater ambition
than discretion feel called upon to act
upon the public stage. This indenture
witnesseth that Santa Fe lodge of
H.1KS, No. 460, will present the Elks'
Minstrels at Colombo hall, one nfgBt,
Thursday, April 16.
The fun will begin promptly at 8:30
p. m., and for several hours the Santa
Fe Elks will entertain the people with
one of the most interesting circus performances ever given In this city.
This afternoon, the local lodge entertained the visitors at a "smoker,"
when everybody had a royal good time,
and the visitors were marfa to t
nor.
feotly at home.
Pursuant to notice from C. F.
Myers, the exalted ruler of the local
lodge, the Albuquerque Elka will turn
out late this afternoon and take part
in me parade.
g

Northwestern Iowa Teachers.
Sioux City, Iowa, April 16. Inconi
ing trains today brought scores of
delegates and visitors for the annual
convention of the Northwestern Iowa
Teachers' association which will be
in session here during the remainder
of the week. The formal opening takes
place this evening when there will be
addresses of welcome and responses,
followed by address by Rabbi Hirsch,
the famous Chicago divine.
Other
eminent speakers to be heard during
the convention are Bishop Garrigan of
this city, Richard C. Barrett, Iowa
state superintendent of public Instruction; Julia K. Rogers of Cornell university, Frederick Richardson of the Chicago Art Institute, Professor A. R.
Notice Union Menl
The meeting of union men callpit fnr
Crook of Northwestern
University,
and Professor K. XV. Kemp of the next Monday night at CarDenteru' hall
has been declared off. as tha manor.
luciiana State Normal school.
to De discussed will come up at some
BIG SHIP.
future time.
Launching of the Largest Freight
Waterway From Lake to River.
Steamer In the World.
Arkon, O., April 16. "From Lake
New London, Conn., April 16. The Erie to the Ohio River." is the slogan
Minnesota, the first of the large cargo ot the delegates who assembled in

Elks' hall today at the opening of the
annual convention of the Ohio Canal
IN
Association. The association purposes
to begin an organization agitation for
the Improvement of the Ohio canal
from Cleveland to the Muskingum Albanians In Revolt and
river at Coshocton to such an extent
that boats of one hundreu tons capacThreatened.
ity can utilize it. It la estimated that
the state can do this for less than
1500,000, and a determined effort will
be made at the next session of the leg- KINS EDWARD VII AT
islature to secure such an

WAR

TURKEY
Uprising

were many Invitations to "come over
and take something." General Sherman would have Indulged Jn a friendly
spirit had he had time, but just think
of asking President Hayes to a public
bar room when at home; even at state
dinners the madam would not allow
a light wine.

King Edward at Malta.
Valetta, Island of Malta. April 16.
MALTA The royal yacht Victoria and Albert,
with King Edward on board, arrived
here today from Gibraltar and was saluted by warships and shore batteries'.
President Loubst ot France Reviews Immense crowds of people assembled
Wlttenburg College President.
Springfield, April 16. At the meeton the sea front to witness the king's
Ten Thousand Troops in Algiers.
ing called for today the directors of
arrival. The city was gay with flags.
Wittenberg college it Is expected that
The king landed at noon.
a new president of tne Institution will
RAILWAY EMPLOYES MAY STRIKE
PRESIDENT LOUBEf.
be chosen to succeed the late Dr. J.
M. Ruth rau fT. Those most prominentHe Reviews 10,000 French Troop In
ly mentioned for the place are Rev.
Algiers.
Constantinople, April 16. It Is X
S. B. Greenawait of Findlay, Ohio, Dr.
Algiers, April 16. President Loubet
now understood that the comnjls- A. H. Studebaker of Brooklyn, Rev. E.
slon sent by the sultan to appease S today witnessed grand military maneu
K. Bell of Baltimore, and Professor
vers In which 10,000 troops took part
the Albanians failed to secure
Charles G. Heckert, now a member of
on Mustapha field. This force had
their adhesion to the reform
the Wittenberg faculty.
been drawn from all parts of the col
S scheme of the powers, except on
ony and was reinforced by sailors and
Voting on Strike Question.
condition that the Albanians be
marines from the visiting fleets and by
New York, April 16. Employes ol
allowed to choose their own gov- many native organizations. Algerian
the Manhattan Elevated railway, num
ernors and civil officials, and that
sharpshooters and zouaves made an
bering about 4.000, are voting today S other minor concessions be grant- '
whether they shall strike to enforce
ed them.
X Imposing display and the whole furnished a brilliant spectacle. The presiworking X The porte has decided to estab- their demand for a nine-hou- r
dent devoted the rest of the day to
day. President Pepper, of the emllsh a military campaign at Ber- ployes' union said today there would
visits and banquets, and to witnessing
Izovitch and has ordered nineteen
be no strike. The decision of the men V battalions to concentrate tnere In
various other features of the elaborate
festivities. He will leave Algiers towill not be known until tonight, when
view of possible eventual opera- night for Oran.
the vote is counted.
tlons against the Albanians.
Great uneasiness
has been
aroused in Turkish government
OLD CASE DECIDED.
FREIGHT WRECK.
circles by reports that the Bui- garians in Macedonia are prepar- - X
ing for a general uprising on X
It Occurred Last Night at the Hill
April 20, the second day of the X Docket Cleared ot a Celebrated Land
X Easter festivities of the orthodox X
Grant Suit.
Near Lamy Junction.
X church.
NUMBER OF CARS DITCHED-

ADVERSE TO McMILLAN.

-

complicated wreck of a west
bound freight on a trestlo three miles
east of Lamy Junction last night about
9 o'clock caused a delay of about elev-ehours in the passenger and freight
traffic. The wreck was caused by a
gondola leaving the track just as It
was starting over the trestle. Eight
cars were ditched and plied up In such
a manner across the tracks that It took
a long time to get the track cleared
and repaired. The wrecking crew from
Albuquerque was ordered out and left
here last night about 10 o'clock. The
rolling stock was damaged considerably, but most fortunately no one was
injured.
Passenger train No. 7 was held east
of the wreck, arriving here at 10:30
this morning and the east bound lim
ited leaving here at 12 o'clock last
night was delayed about six hours.
The Santa Fe branch stub train
came Into Lamy about 5 o'clock last
night, loaded down with live Elks, who
enjoyed eight long hours seeing the
sights of the famous lay-ojunction
However, learning the nature of the
wreck and that It would take longer
to clear away the wreckage than was
first supposed the trainmaster ordered
the stub train to be run to Albuquer
que. This train load of Santa Fe Elks
arlved here at 4 o'clock this morning.
The El Paso train left here about 11
o'clock this morning Instead of 11
o'clock last night. It carried a train
load of tired and worn out passengers,
who waited all night and all morning
to be off.
A

n

THE

Messrs.

Di

WALL

CASE.

Palmi and

Rupps Will

Carry Case to Supreme Court.
NOT

SATISFIED

WITH VERDICT.

The case of Dl Palm! and

Ruppe

against Barnett and Weinman, for
damages sustained by the collapse of
an adole wall, which was decided in
favor of the defendants on the Instructions from the court, that the wall did
not fall on account of the excavations
made under the wall of the store occupied by the Ruppe drug store, will
be carried to the courts of the last resort.
A motion will be made for a new
trial and If this Is overruled, the case
will be carried to the territorial supreme court, and If a verdict Is not received In this court, it will be carried
to "the United States supreme court.
Weds British consul.
London, April 16. Miss Eleanor
Berry, daughter of Mr. Lloyd Berry, of
Upper Montclalr, New Jersey was married today to Charles A. 8. Perceval,
British Vice Consul at New York.
A. E. Macomber, the land attorney
of Williams, Arizona, Is again In the
city on business.

It Is Believed That Judge McMillan
Will Be Removed.
X Special to The Citizen.
X
X
Washington, April 16. The at- torney general has wired asking X
N' McMillan whether or not he had A
X anything more to present.
The
X case is made up and it Is believed
V to be adverse to McMillan. Can- - X
X dldates' friends are pressing them
X for the place.
X
PRESIDENTIAL

VISITS.

The Coming ot Roosevelt Recalls the
Hayes Visit.
CONDITIONS ARE NOW

DIFFERENT.

The visit and entertainment of the
president next month will not have
been the first time of a presidential
party's visit to this city. While the
entertainment of the coming party
may be upon a more elaborate scale
than was possible twenty-threyears
ago, It cannot be more enthusiastic,
and while many of our people may feel
that they have a grievance because of
a promise made and broken of personal and official aid toward statehood
they will refrain from any expression that might mar the pleasures of a
guest.
The conditions, however, are different. Our coming guest is an Invited
one, and our former casually dropped
In as he was passing. Considering the
difference in the composition of our
citizens then and now, and the fact
that the bitterness engendered by the
finding of the commission determining the result of the campaign of 1876
had not fully died out, the fact that
cheers were given for Sam Tllden, and
the president called usurper. Is not surprising.
President Hayes, durln? the fall of
1880 crossed to the Pacific coast
through the territories of Oregon and
Washington and returned through Arizona and New Mexico. The end of the
Southern Pacific railroad track was
then near the Arizona-NeMexico line
and the end of the Santa Fe track near
Las Cruces. The president and Mrs.
Hayes and son, R. B., Jr., Secretary of
War Ramsey, General Sherman and
daughter, General McCook and others
of the party roughed it from end of
track to end of track, traveling about
sixty miles a day and camping at
night, one night at Cook's Springs, a
second at Los Palomas on the Rio
Grande, and reached the Santa Fe
track, and a special train there being
held for them on the afternoon of October 27, arrived In Albuquerque that
evening. The president had gone to
bed, but the callers were so enthusiastic, so "vociferous," as he put It, that
to give the ladles a needed rest be
dressed, came upon the platform and
greeted all with a good word and a
hand shake. The stop here was less
than half an hour, and while there
were no speches, no brass bands, there
e

MASTER'S

REPORT APPROVED.

NUMBER 431

GRAND JURY'S
BOODLEIMQUIRV
Attorney Folk Pushing n- vestigation of Charges.

FATAL RAILROAD WRECK IN ALABAMA

Telegraph Linemen In State of Nebraska
Out on a Strike,
St. Louis, April 16. The grand Jury
today took up the baking powder In
vestigation where it was broken off
last night by adjournment. One of the
most Important moves made In legislative boodle inquiry is the issuance of
a subpoena duces tecum by the St.
Louis grand Jury on cashier of the
Steelvllle (Mo.) bank, requiring him
to bring the books and checks of the
bank before that body. It was in this
bank that the funds supplied by the
baking powder trust are said to haVe
been kept for disbursement. In this
connection Circuit Attorney Folk has
wired Attorney General Crow to subpoena State Senator F. H. Farrls, who
Is supposed to know considerable
about the fund.
Among the witnesses to be examined
today Is Speaker James Whltecotton,
presiding officer of the last house, who
first made the charge of boodllng. His
testimony Is wanted chiefly in connection with the alleged use of money In
of the free school book
the passage
'

--

bill

years on the docket
After twenty-fivof the Bernalillo county district court,
case No. 213, filed In 1878, was at last
decided. This novel suit, which was
brought a quarter of ft century ago,
was that of Jose L. Perea et at. vs
Louis Sulzbacher et al., In connection
with the partition of the great Ojo del
Esperlto Santa land grand In what is
now Sandoval county, then a part of
Bernalillo, consisting of 113,141 acres.
This particular land grant Is considered one of the most valuable of the
greater Spanish grants. It is located
in the best section of Sandoval county
and contains many valuable acres ot
grazing and coal lands.
The original plaintiff, Jose Leandro
Perea, the founder of the great Perea
family In Bernalillo county, was in his
day a prominent and powerful man In
New Mexico, but be has been dead
more than twenty years.
The decision of the court yesterday
in approving the report of Special Master P. F. McCanna is a victory for the
defendants and Is merely a legal form
following the sale of certain lands In
the grant made by the special master
several months ago.
The principal Interest In the suit
was that It removed a case which has
ornamented the docket Of the district
court for a quarter of a century.
e

The Shamrocks.
Weymouth, April 16.
The two
Shamrocks were prepared for racing
today, but continuance of bad weather
necessitated the postponement of the
proposed trial.
GENERAL

He Was

COULTER.

Here Last
G. K.

Night-Gu- est

of

Warren Post.

LEFT FOR TOPEKA TODAY.

Quartermaster General O. II. Coulter, of the department of Kansas,
Grand Army of the Republic, and past
commander of that department, left
this morning for Topeka after spending last evening in the city, the guest
ol a meeting of the O. K. Warren post
a' the office of Commander Edwards.
General Coulter was on a return trip
from San Francisco, where he has
been making arrangements for the national encampment of the Grand Army
at the Golden Gate city, which begins
on the 17th of next August. He is
stopping at various points along the
route, arranging for their comfort and
convenience on the long Journey
across the continent. Suggestions as
to what course to pursue are offered
to the veteran posts at which the general visits on this trip. The suggestions offered were well received by
the O. K. Warren post, and they will
complete arrangements for the entertainment and reception to be tendered
the train loads of old soldiers who will
pass through here in August for the
encampment on the coast.

Lieutenant Governor Lee will be the
star witness here today If he arrives
from Jefferson City. Owing to his physical condition it is not certain that he
will leave the capitol. In case he does

not, Circuit Attorney Folk says he will
Issue an attachment for him to appear
Friday.
Circuit Attorney Folk this afternoon
telephoned Roland Hughes, prosecuting attorney of Kansas City, to subpoena Lieutenant Governor Lee and
"to hold him until a representative of

the St. Louis grand Jury could per
sonally subpoena him."
Prosecuting Attorney Hughes Immediately (sued a subpoena commanding
Lee to appear In the Kansas City criminal court tomorrow as a witness In an
important murder trial.
'"Governor Lee cannot be held as defendant," said Folk, "but he can be detained, by subpoena until papers front
here can reach there."
Lee is Sick.
Kansas City, April 16. Lieut. Got.
John A. Lee arrived In the city early
today from Jefferson City. To a reporter Lee said that he intended to
take a rest and that he would leave
the city during the day. He declined
tc say where he would go. "I have told
all I know," said he. "I am free now"
and they cannot want me any further."
It was evident that Mr. Lee was not
physically strong and that be was
badly In need of a rest.
Later Lee said that he might go
either to Chicago or St. Louis, he did
'
not know which.
Pressed for a statement, he said: "I
am being hounded by political enemies. Why should I make a statement
and furnish them with more ammunition. This thing will work out all
right. The truth will become known
and I do not fear the result. I am con- tent to abide by the decision of the
people. But the facts will not be made
known by me. Others will do that at
the proper Uaie."

,

RAILWAY

ACCIDENT.

Killed In a
Collision.
Castlebesry, Ala., April 16. Fast
mall on the Louisville & Nashville, due
In New Orleans this morning, ran lnto
eu open switch at 8:15 a. m. and was
wrecked. The engine plowed through
a freight car and with he mail and
baggage cars was entirely demolished.
Mall Clerk Donovan was killed and a
negro fireman alBo met death,
er
Wright was badly hurt, but it I
not believed fatally injured.
Mall
Clerks Byers, Eaton and Stratton
were painfully Injured. Passengers on
the train were shaken up but escaped
Injury,
'
Mail Clerk and Fireman

DISTRICT
The Pueblo Indian

COURT.

Suit Decided In

Favor of Plaintiff,

OTHER

COURT

MATTERS.

In the Pueblo Indian case tried In
district court yesterday, the Jury re

En,-elne-

turned a verdict for $200 damages.
The suit was brought by Juan Rey
Abeyta against the village officers for
false imprisonment. The court, after
Student Christian Association.
Cambridge, Mass., April 16. The
the dismissal of the jury found among
the papers another verdict finding de- annual conference of the presidents of
fendants not guilty. This morning the the Christian associations of univer
jury was recalled and explained that sities and colleges In New England,
the verdict was signed by mistake and New York, New Jersey Delaware,
that the $200 damage verdict was the Pennsylvania and of certain colleges
correct one. It is likely that the case in Canada began today at the Phillips
will be appealed to the supreme court, Brooks House, under the auspices ot
as the result of this case will have a the Harvard Association. The purpose
tendency to break up the tribal cus- of the conference is to discover how
toms of the Pueblo Indians and de- student Christian associations
majr
stroy the government that has existed best aid the development of moral and
for centuries. The trouble In this par- religious life In colleges with which"
ticular case grew out of the fact that they are connected, and how they may
the plaintiff had In violation of his create an Increasing Interest in philagreement with the Pueblo authorities anthropic work and social service.
rented a house belonging to himself
to an American. The tribal law Is that
Manufacturer' Meeting.
New Orleans, April 16. Delegates
no Indian should rent any house In the
pueblo to other than an Indian and it to the convention of the national manwas for violation of this law that the ufacturers met at 10:30 o'clock this
defendants Incarcerated the plalntff. morning. Interest today centered In
The plaintiff admitted the agreement the election of officers, there having
and testified that he went to jail vol been some talk of opposition to the reuntarily, but counsel contended that it election of President D...M, Parry, of
was through fear of the consequences Indianapolis. The nom."
ion commitand that bis acts were therefore done tee report named all the officers of last
under duress. And It was with this ytar except Hamilton Cahart, of Deview of the case that the Jeury Tender troit. Cahart declined to serve as naer their decision.
tional treasurer.
The court then tried the case of the
Southwestern Brewery and Ice comLinemen Strika.
pany against Al Coleman on a note
Omaha, April 16. About 200 linefor $275 and interest. The defendant men employed by the Nebraska Teleadmitted the execution of the note, phone company and theWestern Unbut pleaded an offset on account of a ion and Postal Telegraph'companles in
contract for employment for a year this city and throughout the state went
at $100 a month, and thai he was dis- on a strike today for an Increase of
charged In the fourth month of the uages and recognition of lue union.
term without cause. In the evidence Construction on the new lines of the
the defendant failed to fix any specific Postal Telegraph company along Its
terra for employment, and the court transcontinental route Is at a standthereupon Instructed the Jury that un- still.
der a contract for hire for an Indefinite
period the plaintiff had the right to
Dividend Declared.
discharge the defendant at any time,
New York, April 16. Directors ot
with or without cause, and Instructed the Amalgamated Copper company de
the Jury to bring a verdict In the plaln- - clared a quarterly dividend ot half of li
per cent today. The last quarterly dlv
(Continued on page Ave.,
ldend also was half ot 1 per cent.
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If anybody to sick at your house, that makes Hall the tmne Imoor.
tank that jrm ebould wme here for the medicines which your doctor preterites.. Tb market of the world do not afford purer drug than re dispense. Our stook of DKUOS and SUNDRIES Is full and ooroplete

B.

h. BRiaas
PR0P5.

& CO.,

ALVARADO

PHARMACY

CORNER OOLD AVe.

FIRST STREET

younger countries, the exports exceed
JMbuqucrque Daily iifijeii the import, save la a few Instances In
which the country Is so extremely
McCREIQHT, Publishers young that It has not developed Us pro
HUGHES
........ .Editor ducing powers. In the Orient some
HuirhM
W. I. McCrelht....MlT. and City Editor countries, notably India, export more
than they Import; while ia other cases,
Published Daily and V.'eekly.
notably Japan and China, the Imports
exceed the exports.

mm$m LABEL

A GRAND OLD MAN.

OFFICIAL PAPER OF
BERNALILLO COUNTY
Associated Press Afternoon Dispatches
Largest City and County Circulation
The Largest New Mexico Circulation
Largest Northern Arizona Circulation
"tjupitw of this' paper may b found on
of our
at Waahlnrton In B.theO.office
Slggera, 1
melal eorrmpondent,
D.
C
V street N. W.. Washington

Be

Terms of Subscription.
5.00
by mall, one year
2.50
by mall, six months
1.25
by mail, three month
60
by mall, one month
60
Daily, by carrier, one month
15
Daily, by carrier, one week
Weekly, by mail, one year...... 2.C0
The Dally Cltlcen will be delivered
la the city at the low rate of 15 cents
per week, or for 60 cents per month,
when paid monthly. These rates are
leas than those of any other dally paper In the territory.
Daily,
Dally
Dally,
Daily,

Denver is having
unklpal row.

The death of Rev. W. H. MUburn,
chaplain of the United States senate,
at the advanced age of eighty years,
removes one of the connecting links
between the long past and the present.
years ago. he was
In 1843, fifty-eigfirst elected chaplain of the house of
representatives.
He was again elect
ed In 1853 and again in 1885, contlnu
ing from the latter date until 1893,
when he was elected chaplain of the
senate. Daniel Webster, John Quincy
Adams, John C. Calhoun, Alexander
Stephens and the leading men of their
time as well as their successors, were
his Intimate friends and associates,
He was a genial companion, very
dignified in his manners, interesting In
private conversation and had a mind
well stored with general information,
which he had acquired by traveling
and listening. He was very eloquent
In his sermons and prayers and had
a sonorous voice and impressive presence. He was a finished elocutionist
and instructed many of the noted men
ot his day in that art.

Us usual spring

Sandoval county will have 1,000 men

the Roosevelt reception in this city.
st
They will all wear Roosevelt badges.
When that fight to a finish begins be
tween organised labor and the corpora
tions most of us will wish we lived up
se creek on a forty acre farm.
Sixteen years ago President Roose-

velt was sheriff of Billings county,

Mr. Cleveland was a
Dakota.
sheriff before being elected to the pres

Worth

idency.
"

Turkey is carrying out her reform
program In the same old way. A gen
aral slaughter comes as naturally to
the sultan as demands for reformation
from civilized powers.
If this charity and education bene
faction business doesn't stop soon, half

the next generation of Americans will

have to work hard to earn Interest on
trust funds to pay the expenses of the
other half.

The drinking song should be sung in
liquid tones.
It sometimes happens that he who
hesitates Is fonnd out
Vice generally wears a mask, but
you can tell virtue a mile off.
It is possible to win an up bill light
and still be on the level.
When a pubilist Is knocked out it Is
natural that his face should wear a
rapt expression.
Hubbubs I should think It would De
lonely living out of town. What do you
miss most? Subbubs The Train.
The fellow who always tells the
truth may be depended upon to create
a lot of trouble.
Mrs. Blgins I know where you can
get a good cook. She's a deaf mute.
Mrs. Muggins Then I'm afraid she
won't answer.
A Tioga woman who is continually
borrowing trouble Is worrying now for
fear there won't be enough harps and
halos in heaven to go around.
"Aren't you afraid of nervous pros
tration?" asked the indolent man. "Not
on your life," replied the hustler. "I'm
too busy to have time to even think
about tt."
Tommy Pop, who originated the
"Single
blessedness?"
expression
Tommy's Pop I don't know, my son.
but I dare say It was some married
man.
Blones A week ago I proposed mar
riage to your daughter, and now I have
called for an answer. Gotrox She's
not here. BJones Not here? Who is
not here? Gotrox Your aunt, sir.
Philadelphia Record.

TRADE WITH CANADA.
Canadian Import figures indicate
that the manufacturers and merchandise of the United States are popular
with the people of Canada. The statis
tical statement of Canadian commerce,
just received by the treasury bureau of
statistics, covering the commerce of
the seven months ending with January, 1903, shows that Canada Imported
from the United States during that
time 167,000,000 worth of merchandise,
against 132.000,000 worth from the
United Kingdom and $21,000,000 worth
from all other parts of the world. In
other words, the United States sup
plied 56 per cent of the Imports of Can
ada In the seven months ending with
January last, the United Kingdom sup
plied 27 per cent, and the remaining
portions ot the world 17 per cent.
This large Importation from the United States by Canada Is especially in
terestlng in view of the fact that the
Canadian tariff permits the introduce
tion of products from the United King,
s
dom on payment of only
the
duty which goods from other parts of
the world, Including the United States,
must pay. This reduction In tariff on
goods from the United Kingdom as
against goods from other parts of the
world was begun some four years ago
and the reduction on British goods increased until it reached 38 3 per cent.
Yet. in spite of this fact, the United
States supplies to Canada twice as
much merchandise as does the United
Kingdom. In a large proportion ot articles or classes of articles Imported
Into Canada, the United States supplies a larger share than does the United Kingdom. In a list of thirty-siprincipal Importations
Into Canada,
twenty-sishow larger importations
from the United States than from the
United Kingdom, and ten show larger
Importations from the United Kingdom
than from the United States. The ten
articles In which the United Kingdom
supplies a larger share of the Cana
dlan Imports than does the United
States are: Cotton manufactures, flax
and hemp manufactures, silk manufac
tures, wool manufactures, tin and manufactures thereof, earthen and china- ware, spirits and wines, tea, wool and
"fancy articles."
Of the articles of which the United
States furnishes a larger supply than
does the United Kingdom, the principal ones are manufactures of iron
and steel, wood and Its manufactures,
coal and coke, breadstuffs, chemicals,
fruits, provisions, live animals, tobac
co and ita manufactures, paper and
Its manufactures and electrical
two-third-
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After months of constant study and
Investigation Into the causes of the
abnormal Increase of insanity throughout the country the solution has at last
aen found. It is the colored Sunday
supplement and dally puzzle picture,
A "DOOR

OF HOPE."

a beautiful name the ladies of
B Paso have chosen for the modest
snildlng In which they wil' soon begin
the work of caring for the fallen worn-of their city.

It

Is

a

Some time ago about sixty ladies got
together and decided that something
should be done for the women who
have given up everything for a life of
name.
They decided that working was bet-ta- r
than passing resolutions. They
raised enough money to pay for the
cottage.
Mating ot a modest
They will hire a matron and in a short
time, quietly, but efficiently, the work
will be begun.
six-roo-

THE WORLD'8 COMMERCE.

The story of the world's commerce,
past and present, as told in the Statls
ileal Abstract of the World, the first
chapter of which has just made its appearance in the monthly publication of
the bureau of statistics, is an interest
ing one. This first chapter of the Statistical Abstract of the World presents
the figures of the commerce of every
country of the world, so far as obtain
able, extending back as far as possible,
la some cases only a decade or two. In
others a full century. The figures are
expressed In United States currency,
mad the subsequent chapters, which
will discuss quantities as well as
values, will also be expressed In terms
of United States weights and meas
ures.
These figures tell the story of the
growth of commerce In the various
countries and sections of the world,
aad a comparison of the progress made
by the various countries makes a very
satisfactory showing for the United
8tates. The countries discussed are

--
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Chattanooga Druggist's Statement.
Robt. J. Miller, proprietor of the
Read house drug store of Chattanooga,
ienn., writes: "There is more merit
in Foley's Honey and Tar than In any
other cough syrup. The calls for It
multiply wonderfully and we sell more
of it than all other cough syrups
Alvarado Pharmacy.
A

com-glned-

o

Has Turned Up.
Judge J. T. Evans recently received
a letter from A. L. Butchee, of Rosebud, Texas, telling ot the finding ot
his son, who is in the employ of the
New Mexico Oil and Development company at Carrlzozo. Mr. Butchee was
here last fall bunting for his son, who
had disappeared In this locality. The
remains of a human body were found
at Capltan and It was supposed that
these were all that remained of Mr.
Butchee's son and he returned home
under that impression. He was, however, made happy upon the receipt of
a letter from his son, telling of his
employment aud prosperity. Roswell
Register.

grouped by gvand divisions. In Europe
for
s very largo proportion of the coun The surest and Barest remedy
is Foley's
tries show larger imports than exports, kidney and bladder diseases
2a America, and indeed, most ot th Kidney Cur, Alvarado Pharmacy.

Foley'a Kidney Cure makes kidneys
and bladder right. Don't delay taking.
Alvarado Pharmacy.
o

POINTED PARAGRAPHS.
Indolence never tires of doing noth
lng.
A fool Is wise
own.
A man's merit

after a pattern of his

Isn't always up to his
reputation.
Dont exchange single bliss for
matrimonial blister.
A poor workman aways considers
himself superior to his job.
The earth's gravity attracts, but the
gravity of a man repels.
Style doesn't count when It comes to
the lining of a pocketbook.
Many a man rushes frantically to his
uncle after saying farewell to his ante,
No one ever heard a hoarding house
ladylady complain of a boarder's poor
appetite.
Be charitable to the living: the dead
are not In a position to appreciate cost
ly monuments.
Some men have great strength of
mind, but the small boy's long suit Is
his length of don't mind.
Most of the things that have been
said might as well have remained un
said for aU the benefit they are to hu
manity.
A man can usually manage to keep
himself busy by attending strictly to
his own business, but some men have
a mania for working overtime. Chi
cago News.
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Daine's Celery
Compound

Pratt &

Staple and Fancy Groceries

Street
he Wondrous Spring System
Hllsboro Creamery Butter -- Best on
Cleanser and Health Builder
Earth.
Makes Sick People Well.
Free Delivery
O.der Solicited.

WITH AMPLE MEANS
AND UN8UR PASSED FACILITIES

COMCE

THE BANK OF

Of

H.

ALBUQUERQUh,

!.,

S14 South Second

Blessing
t is a Heaven-Se- nt
to Disease-Burdene- d
Men and Worren,

The Union
Market
t07 Wast

Gold Avenue.

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
CAPI TAL, 1100,000.00.
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
M. 8. OTERO, President
W. 8. STRICKLER, V. P, and Cashier, W. J. JOHNSON, Aaet Cashlec

qeo. arnot.
w. a. maxwelb

solomon luna

wm. Mcintosh
j. c. baldridqe

a, m.

blackwell

DEPOSITORY FOR ATCHI80N, TOPEKA A SANTA FE RAILWAY

There is nothing doubtful or uncer
tain about the working and effects of
It stands
Paine's Celery Compound.
upreme as a spring system cleanser
and health builder. It reaches without
loss of precious time the cause of sick
ness and disease In a way that no oth
er remedy can do. Its first and most
Important mission is the purification
of the life stream, increasing its vol
ume and quality, rpgulates the kidneys, liver and bowels and makes people well and strong. For these reasons
Paine's Celery Compound as a spring
medlclnce stands far above all other
prescriptions and remedies that prom WM . GOETTINQ
CO., Proprietors.
ise so much and accomplish so little.
Mrs. R. O. Starkey, Jackson, Miss.,
All kinds of Fresh heats handled.
says:
Sausage making a specialty.
For many years I suffered more
than tongue can tell from eczema and
J.
blood troubles. In the spring seasons
Dealer in
my agonies and distresses were In
creased, and I often wished to die.
Bolls and pimples added to my suffer
ings, and for weeks I was not fit to
be seen. Doctors afforded me but small
relief. I spent scores of dollars for tOt WEST RAILROAD AVENUE
advertised medicines, but got no cure
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
from them. I got hold of your books
been
had
lady
who
and read about a
afflicted as I was and cured by Paine's
SIMON BAILING, Proprietor.
Celery Compound. I procured a bottle
Successor to Balling Bros.
delay
and
without
Compound
your
of
I
third
began to use It. After used the
Wedding : Oake : a : Specialty
bottle I experienced a blessed change,
We desire patronage, and we
baking.
the eczema and eruptions were disap
guarantee first-clapearing. So happy was I that I contin 207 8. First St.,
Albuquerque, N. M.
ued with the medicine till my face and
body was clear and smooth. I am
new woman in every respect. I am
now well and strong, and believe the
cure Is a permanent one. May heaven
bless you In your work of doing good
to suffering humanity."
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M. riOORE
(ESTABLISHED 1881.)

Real Estate,
Fire Insurance,
Loans

.

A. SKINNER

Staple and

Fancy Groceries

ABSTRACTS OF TITUS TO BERNAI ILLO COUNTY REAL ESTATE AND MINING PROPERTY FURNISHED PROMPTLY. WILL
INSURE YOUR PROPERTY IN BEST COMPANIES AT LOWEST
RATES, HOUSES RENTED. RENTS COLLECTED. TAXES AIB
AND ENURE CHARGE TAKEN OP PROPERTY FOR RM' DENTS

PIONEER BAKERY

AND

ss

MANAGER OF

Albuquerque Abstract Company

JOE RICHARDS,

Next Door to First National Bank.
Now Tslsphono EES,

CIGARS

the umbilicus. And yet we have proved
by three unimpeachable witnesses that
he was stabbed just below the railroad
station."
Pneumonia la Robbed of Ita Terrors
by Foley's Honey and Tar. It stops
the racking cough and heals and
strengthens the lnngs. It taken in time
It will prevent an attack of pneumonia.
Alvarado Phar
Refuse substitutes.
macy.
o

We can save you 4 a month or $1
a week on your board bill. Inquire at
JEMEZ A SULPHUR HOT 8PRING3 the Chicago Restaurant, Railroad ave
"
8TAGE LINE.
nue.
Carries the U. b. mail; only line with
o
a change of stock en route: good rigs
Taxpayers of precincts 12 and 26, ot
horses and drivers; leaves Albuquer the city of Albuquerque, can leave
que every day in the week, except tLelr tax returns at the office of F. H
Sunday, at 5 a. m. For particulars Kent, on Third street, fer the next
address W. L. Trimble A Co., agents few days, where the assessor has es
Albuquerque, or J. n. BLOCK, pro tablished an office for the purpose.
prietor, Jemez, N. M.
See the new Knox Pantourls hat
Queer Swearing.
comes In the light beaver color. The
"Gentlemen of the jury," said a law swellest thing In the market Simon
yer, "what kind of swearing has been Stern, the Railroad Avenue Clothier,
o
done in this case? Here we have
Ties, Hosiery, Hats, Suits, all for
physician, a man who, from his high
calling, should scorn to tell an un Easter, 1903. Simon Stern, the Rail
trnth. But what did he testify, gentle road Avenue Clothier.
men? I put the question to him plain
ly, 'Where was he stabbed?' Unblushlngly, his features as cool and placid
as marble, he replied that he was ror coughs, Colds and croup.
stabbed an Inch and a half to the leit
of the medical line and an Inch above
PROFESIONAL CARDS

HJW West Railroad Avenue.

..J.

W. EDWARDS...

The Veteran
...Undertaker and Embalmer...

R. P. HALL.

Proprietor

!

Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings, Pulleys,
Grade Bars, Babbitt Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts for Buildings;
Repairs on Mining and Mill Machinery a Specialty.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
FOUNDRY 8IDE RAILROAD TRACK

Years Actual Experience
License No. 100 by the State
Board of Health of Kansas.

THE JOHN BECKER GO.,

Office and Parlors
307 W. RAILROAD AVENUE

Roller Mills and Elevator

18

Open Day and Nlflht.
Get

Ytor
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Sell
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Hide at
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B
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v.

A

WILLIAM

GLEASNER
THE TAILOR

DENTI3T8.

W. V. Wolvln, D. D. 8.,
Surgeon Santa Fe Pacific
Dental
"It is just a common cold," people Railroad, Grant Block, Albuquerqu
say, " there s no danger in that." Ad
mitting; their statement, then there are N. M. Both 'Phones.
uncommon colds, colds which are dan
Ellis MacDougall. D. D. 8.
gerous; for many a fatal sickness begins
N. T. Armijo building, room 2. Office
with a cold. 11 we coum tell tue common cold from the uncommon we could hours. 8:30 a. m. to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
feel quite safe. But we can't. The m. to 6 p. m. Appointments made by
uncommon varimall. Automatic 'phone 157; Old
ety is rarely rec'phone 62.
ognized until it
has fastened ita
Edmund J. Alger, U. D. 8.
hold on the
Sut Railroad avenue.
Office hours, 8:80
lungs, and there
a. mfl to 12:30 p. m. 1:80 p. m. to 6 p. m.
Telephone 462. Appointments made by
are symptoms of
mau.
consumption.
Dr. Pierce's
LAWYERS.
Golden Medical
Bernard 8. Rodey
Discovery cures
ATTORNEY-AT-L.AAlbuquerque, N.
coughs,
bron
M. Prompt attention riven to all business
chitis, " weak
pertaining to the profession. Will prac
luugs and other
tice In all courts of the territory and be
fore the United States land office.
diseases of the
organs of respir-atioIra M. Bond
It inATTORNEY-AT-LA42 V street N. W.
creases the sup.
Washington, D. C. Pensions, lands. Pat
Iy of pure, rich
nta, copyrights, cavlata, letters patent.
lood and builds
iraas maraa, claims.
up the emaciated
William D. Lee
body.

Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works

New Phone 152. Old Phone 69
Residence, New Phone 85S.

One Minute Cough Cure

Uncommon Colds.

Co.

Sole Agents for Casino Canned Goods,
Jas. Heekln ft Co.'a Coffees,
Granite Floor.

2161-- 2

Statu

$CC4 St.
JMbaqoerqie

Early Risers
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When you want to buy Flour and 8ran.cr2want to sell
Wheat, write to
BELEN.NjM
THE JOHN BEOKEK. GO,, Props.
.

J

Office, room 1. N
ATTORN
I took
Kvere
T. Armijo building. Will practice in all
cold which srttltd
or
tne
territory.
courts
tne
in the broucliisl
tube," write Rev.
R. W. D. Bryan
Prank Hiv. of Nor.
ton n lie, Jeffrrson Co., Kansas. After trying ATTORNET-AT-UAAlbuquerque, N,
medicines labeled 'Sure Cure,' almost without M. Office, First National Bank building.
number. I was led to try Dr. Pierce's Golden
Medical Discovery. 1 took I wo bottles and was
Frank W. Clancy
cured, and
staved cured. When 1 think of
rooms I and t, N,
the creat pain I had to endure, and the terrible ATTCKVNET-AT-LAArmijo
Albuquerque, N. If.
building.
cough 1 had, it seems slmost a miracle that I T.
was so soon relieved. Thst God msy spare you
anany years and abundantly bless yon it the
E. W. Dobson
prayer ol your graiciiu incna.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAOffice, Cromwell
If you ask your dealer for "Golden Dioea, jMDuquerqua, N. as.

because you have
Medical Discovery
John H. Stlngle
confidence in ita cures, do not allow
Cromwell block,
Yourself to tie switched off to a medi ATTORNEY-AT-IJtcine claimed to be "just as good," but Albuquerque, N. at.
which you did not. ask for and of which
PHYSICIANS.
you know not hi no-Dr. J. E. Branson
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets cure dis-Homaonathta Phvslclaa.
gineas and sick headache.
Whiting Block,
Room IT,

Cheap California Trip
In rullman Tourist Sleeper daily on fast train, with pleasant people.
Save money and travel comfortably. Personally conducted
excursions, in charge of experienced agent,

Inquire ef local
To
.

Los Angeles,
San Francisco

nt

Santa Fe

Ton will
like the

Service

9

Railroad Topics

Fifty Yearo the Standard

The rush of work at the Raton shops they are well treated, their rights re-still continues, and It Is found neces- pected and excepting In a very rew
sary to work ntght and day In order to cases prompt trials and fair unprejukeep things In shape.
diced treatment have been given them
by the Mexican courts.
1 he Santa Fe will soon erect a
depot at Prescott, Ariz., to take
Chronlo Bronchitis Cured.
the place of the old and Inadequate
'For ten years I had chronic bron
building now standing.
chitis so bad that at times I could not
J. E. Barnett resigned his position speak above a whisper," writes Joseph
with the Banta Fe at Raton and hopes Coffman, of Montmorencl, Ind. "I
to secure a position la Los Angeles, tried all remedies available, but with
where he went last week.
no success, fortunately my employer
planer, the largest In the suggested that I try Foley's Honey and
The
Banta Fe shops at Topeka, and said to Tar. Its effect was almost miraculous.
be the largest in the world, has been and I am now cured of the disease. On
Started. It is used for planing cylin- my recommendation many people have
used Foley's Honey and Tar, and alders.
Alvarado
The Santa Fe will run three special ways with satisfaction."
trains from Chicago to Los Angeles to Pharmacy.
delegates and their
o
accommodate
Dustlesa Track In Colorado.
friends attending the Presbyterian genFor a lone while the California main
eral assembly at Los Angeles, May 21
line tracks of Ihe Santa Fe and a porto June 2.
Dow, Jones ft Co., of New York, tion of that road's trackage In Arizona,
compute the total mileage of new have been practically dustless, much
American railroads since January 1, to the delight of transcontinental trav
or now under construction and con- elers. This desirable state of affairs
tracted for, as 16.315 miles, as com- was brought about by using crude oil
pared with 6,026 miles constructed last from the Inexhaustible abundance of
hand-som- e

mm

Awarded
Highest Honors World's Fair.
Ilfchost Tosfs
S. Gov't Otaalsb
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..Albuquerque' c Lorgeot Store.,
Boy

Two-Plo-

co

mult; fully worth

OF"

02.23, our

BO YQ!

prlem

We wish to call your attention to the fact we
will make our Boys' and Youths' Clothing
Department the liveliest of any one department in our Btore, We
fully realize what we have to do in order to succeed.

Here Is a fair example. Read!
Doys9

and Youths9 Cults

with long trousers; sizes 12 to
values from

Boy

Two-Ple-

this week

75c suit

Mon

ami

Boy

new styles regular
values this week
-

Cap

Doys 9 Two-Pie-

Youths' Shirts
Pe-ca-

PICB
Wo

value

OOO BACH

carry a full and comploto lino of

Mothers9 Friend Ghlrt

25c pair
Knoo Panto

Gults

ce

le
Complete line of Madras Cloth and
Shirts,
with collars attached and detachable.- -

ages
from 4. to 14 years good line
of colorings Special

75-ce-

V7

OOcGuit

Boy' Knoo fifs

lar

years; excellent

sizes 5 to 10 years; made of good material; made right
in every respect; regular value 11.60; our price

50-ce-

25c each

Boy

19

$4.50 to QO.OO Gult

mult

co

fully worth ll.2T

California's wells.
year.
It is now stated that a
The El Paso ft Southwestern rail
road, having finished all work on Its crusade will be Inaugurated this sum'
line for the big steam shovel, has Just E'er by the Santa Fe on its Colorado
Pueblo and Denver.
Bold and delivered the shovel to the line between
Texas ft Pacific, which company will Boulder oil, hauled In special tank
U.
use It In the work of reconstructing cars, will be used.
the track, which that company now
Robbed the Grave.
bas under way.
PRICE BAKING) POWDER CO- - CHICAGO.
A startling incident is narrated by
The "bureau of neatness" is the lat
Philadelphia
as
follows:
of
John
Oliver
added
been
est department which has
My skin "a portion" because this was the count cago Thursday evening, May 14, reach
to the Erie system, and It is expected "I was In an awful condition.
was almost yellow, eyes sunken, ton at the last "round up." The May figures ing Los Angeles following Tuesday
to play an Important part in the future gue
coated, pain continually In back will, be nearly double this enumeration. morning, May 19, with a Sunday stop
Appearance and conduct of conductors
no appetite, growing weaker These little strangers are of the blood over at Albuquerque. The missionary
sides,
and
and trainmen. The new bureau is the
Idea of W. L. Derr, superintendent ol day by day. Three physicians had royal, being Berkshire and Poland special will leave Chicago same time,
given me up. Then I was advised to China.
but will reach Los Angeles a day later,
the Erie at Jersey City.
Joy,
my
great
use
contracts
of
the
to
Electric
Bitters;
owing to additional stop-ove- r
at Grand
vast
railroad
Ihe
says:
Don
Quinn,
Range
The Raton
Bros,
keep
im
decided
In
Texas,
a
Lantry
bottle
them
"made
first
the
Canyon of Arizona. The third special
seriously
a north end fireman, was
burned Tuesday morning. While clean provement. I continued their use for Mexico and California the greater por- train will leave Chicago May 15, stop
Ing and adjusting his headlight the three weeks, and am now a well man. tion of their time, but the home ranch ping only at Grand Canyon and arrlv
lamp exploded, throwing burning oil I know they robbed the grave of an interests are so carefully looked after ing Los Angeles noon of May 20.
A big crowd is anticipated, as the
on his face and neck. He came in on other victim." No one should fail to ty their manager, Mr. Broderlck, that
60 cents, guaranteed,
round-trithe difference cannot be noted.
rate is a very low one only
No. 1 and after receiving medical try them. Only
at all druggists.
The Ink is ready to drop on three $50 from Chicago and $47.60 from St
1 eat men t was able to go to the office
o
more important contracts between this Louis, with corresponding
reduction
and make a report of the affair.
NEW
CONTRACTS.
firm and a big railroad ocrporatlon. from the east generally. Tickets will
new
The Santa Fe is looking for a
design for its oil cars, especially for Lantry Brothers Are Pushing Their How they will be enabled to complete be on sale May 3, also May 12 to 18.
them in addition to their numerous May and June are delightful months in
the trucks. The company has a lot of
Railroad Work.
other contracts they alone know. Yet California particularly along the seaso
made
are
which
tanks now in use
One of the latest enterprises of the
shore and in the high Sierras. It Is
that when new trucks are put on the Lantry Bros., of Strong City, is the it is safe to' bet that they will.
Just the time for a dip in the surf or a
bed has to be torn nearly to pleces.The placing of a gigantic crusher at the
Good for Children.
ramble in the Yosemite.
company now has several draftsmen at
Belton quarries, says the Topeka State
to take and harmless
pleasant
The
the
designs
in order that
work on new
Journal. Belton is the first station
Cough Cure gives immeTaxpayers of precincts 12 and 26, of
repairing of these cars may be made west of Temple, Texas. The rock from One Minute
diate relief in all cases of cough, the city of Albuquerque, can leave
easier.
this point Is used all along the Santa croup and lagrlppe because it does not their tax returns at the office of F. H.
A London dispatch reports , that Fe line north to Guthrie; in fact, for
pass immediately into the stomach, Kent, on Third street, for the next
Germany
Great Britain, France and
the Gulf, Colorado ft Santa Fe system
days, where the assessor has es
have mutually arranged to equally It also gives employment to many men. but takes effect right at the seat of few
he trouble. It draws out the inflam tablished an office for the purpose.
control the Smyrna and Bagdad rail
One of this firm's most noted con' mation, heals and soothes and cures
0
wsy, for which Germany obtained im tracts at present
too early to be thinking about
isn't
It
work
is
Belen,
at
the
by
enabling
lungs
to
permanently
the
portant concessions from the sultan N. M. The contract calls for sixty
g
that new Easter suit. We have 200 new
pure
and
of Turkey some years ago. A part of miles of heavy grading and bridge contributeoxygen to the blood
exclusive spring patterns, made up in
tis
and
the railroad has already been built work. Three engines have just reach sues. B. H. Brlggs ft Co.; S. Vann all the latest styles, ready for your in
from Smyrna Into the Interior of Asia ed there from 'Frisco, and one from &
spection. Better come now, and get
Son.
Minor, with German capital.
SIMON STERN,
first, choice.
Topeka
o shops,
In
the
to
assist
the
train
Several lines are disputing as to work. .
Avenue Clothier,
Railroad
The
on
New
Engines
Santa
Fe.
which railroad first generally equipped
o
In order to complete this vast Job In
Orders have been placed to build a
Its passenger cars with electric lights
Citizen.
The
Subscribe for
specified time an electric light large number of new engines at the
That honor really belongs to a west the
plant will be put in and the work will Santa Fe shops In Topeka, Kan. In
em road the Santa Fe. The Santa be carried
on at night as well as by cluded in the new motive power thus There's no Better Service
Fe began experimenting with electric day.
But the firm say that they will arranged for are twelve switch engines
lights for Its cars more than five years
ago In its Topeka shops. It now has have the contract completed In the of unique pattern. They will be of
Thso that via the
enormous size, with three pairs of
upwards of 200 cars lighted by ele& time agreed.
17,000-acrseventy
As
weighing
a
on
issue,
side
about
drivers
and
the
tricity, comprising day coaches, chair
cars, diners and Pullmans. As fast as ranch in Chase county this firm has a five tons. Experts may be Interested
possible its other cars on through vest number of graded cattle, hogs and In knowing that the cylinders of these
chickens. At the present date 5,000 newest pattern switch engines will
runs are being similarly lighted.
fluffy little chicks are coming into the measure 20x26 Inches.
The drivers
The Lordsburg Liberal says: Last
Saturday Delflno Fernandez, a young world and which promise to make first will measure 51 inches in diameter,
In the same shops several of the so- - From Kansas City, Saint Louis and
Mexican, who was working with the class fries by the middle of July. Their
chicken
ranch
west
Strong
of
City
"454" class of engines will be
called
is
section gang, In the yard, was serious a model brooding place
for the barred changed Into the Atlantic type, similar Memphis to points in the South, Southly hurt. He evidently aspired to learn
white Plymouth Rock tribe, and to that used In hauling the fast trains east and Southwest.
the switchman's trade, and when the and
with
the latest incubator appliances on some of the trunk lines. They are
thought
it
yard engine came along he
practical men to care for them, is built for speed.
was a good time to practice geting on and
Hie Southeastern Limitad
to prove a success. "Experts"
the running board. He missed connec bound
Foley's
Kidney
In
If
past
Cure
have
In
the
been
a
time
taken
failure,
and
tlons, fell and his arm caught under
Leaving Kansas City at 6:40 P. M
expensive luxury. Out on affords security from all kidney and
the wheel. He was taken to Dr. Crock' pioven an
calves are skip- bladder diseases. Alvarado Pharmacy laily, will Uke you to Springfield, M-- m
' er's office. The doctor dressed the arm the hills 250 white-faco
and sent him to Hotel Dieu, the com- ping around in the. glad spring sun
phis, Birmingham, Aliauta, Jutkbouti.!
TERMINAL8 ABANDONED
pany's hospital at El Paso. The shine, while on another ranch perhaps
young
500
tnd all points in the Southeast.
pigs may be counted as a
chances are that the arm will have to
At Trinidad and Men All Sent Back to
portion
of
this
spring's
crop.
Is
It
said
years
be amputated. He is about 17
For detailed information a; ply to
Raton.
old.
The division arrangement of tern
WISE HUSBAND
G. W. MARTIN
porary terminal at Trinidad bas been
Suggested a Food Cure.
COMPLAINTS INVESTIGATED.
changed to Raton, section 1, New Mex
GENERAL WE'iTkTtN A.ULNT
All of the medical skill In the world Ico division. This gives back to us be
American Railroad Men Treated Weil
is powerless to cure certain diseases tween thirty and forty men who were
1106. 1TTH ST.
in Mexico.
Many complaints have reached the unless the patient Is put upon pure, sent over the hill a few months ago to
COLO.
DENVER.
state department charging that Amer- scientific food. Then the disease seems relieve a congested condition of freight
ican railroad men have been badly to cure Itself in many cases, proving traffic. That condition no longer exTtM- Ttt:r
i fnr nnrn'u. a
treated in Mexico as the result of the that nrture was demanding proper ists hence the change.
While the
la I I. 4 J
diai brKw,iD0antnitiuni
move to Trinidad had no significance
irritations
or ulreittiiui
rigid application of local laws punish- food to build a healthy body from.
4 t. .trtotu...
of m moo on tvomtirant
In this simple way the use of Grape-Nut- s except as above stated, our neighbor
ing persons concerned in an accident.
I'miikImi
Mild Oct Mtriu
l'.ulel
iTHffVAKSCHFMICilPO
In place of bad food has worked to the north tried to make capital
ni or fMiftiMi.
Some time ago an Investigation was
of
by Urinlila,
l
PtS
begun by the state department, the re many cures when medical skill has It and averred it was the Intention, of
J
u fist 1
l.f,
riipp-- r,
Y'
I'T rxprM, prepaid, for
been
exhausted.
lady
A
of
Plalnfleid.
the company to move the balance of
sult of which is shown in the following N00. urftUttt.4
$2 75.
- J" who had been an lnv"d tor over
ircular
report from consul general at Mexico
ut on reuut
the division and the shops to Trinidad.
Bay: i nave Deen treated But when the time came last fall that
lcu
City;
Our ambassador to Mexico some ' by emlnent Physicians of New York, our neighbor grew thirsty, that free
time ago asked me to make careful in-- ! Brooklyn anl Newark, besides taking fights occurred over the possession of
fluiry and Investigate concerning the Innumerable proprietary remedies of sparkling little pools of alkali and mud
in the picturesque Picketwlre and real
lmp!eonment, prompt trials and Just a.CRthartlc nature t0 re6late the
of American railroad men. ,
water had to be carted many miles,
.
,
'
1 . I .. ,1
"ATi
nkufllnlD. r,aunscu
u Baill-I - soling as high as 50 cents per barrel,
wot imjDiiiau
j laot
A BOY,
connected with railroads within the
my
husband who had been and the railroad company had to haul
A GIRL,
Jurisdiction of this consulate general tarlum, but
reading
A MAN,
which embraces about three-fifthof until we one of your articles said, 'Not water there from New Mexico, then It
have tried the boasted virtues was that all vestige of hope for their
A WOMAN,
the territory of the entire Mexican re- of
GraFe-NutSo we got some and selfish ambition disappeared forever.
TO FIND ANYTHING,
public.
T
. .
. . .
.
a
n
J vmpe-nuiror eigni We now hope Trinidad will let up it
I have caused a careful Investigation
TO BUY ANYTHING,
W
nlnth8I
hen began Its use I weigh- - hasn't the water nor is It the right disto I made and I find thr
nn '
TO SELL ANYTHING,
' "W 1 W6'gh tance from any place for a division of
B.!mP.
American railroad men Imprisoned 11!
TO RENT ANYTHING,
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grWD 8tr,ng the Santa Fe; but enough Trinidad
TO LOAN ANYTHING,
for mishaps or accidents in operating
My
normal.
bowels
so
are
regular
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th
now has a little drinking water and
TO TRADE ANYTHING,
i..in.
hva
I
have
thrown cathartic
physic tojV Raton has the shops and division
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cases within the Dast two vears. Inal- - ' that auga,
.
nag
me vertigo
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lert me and point. He who laughs last, etc. Raton X
rnost every case of arrest: within this my
If you want anything on earth, X
,
gy8tem
Range.
X put an ad In The Citizen and you X
, can now
jurisdiction within the past two years tone.wnoIe
a
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uke
mIe
X will be sure to get It.
imrnipt and Just trials have been grant- - rlde on my blcyole M(.
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Low-RatenJ
California Excursions.
.., am convinced
ed and in no case do I find that such a
X
that
chief cause
The Santa Fe will run three special
serious condition and seeming unjust or my ul health was the
Improper food tiains from Chicago to Los Angeles, XXXXSXXXXXXXXXXXXX
hardship obtains as used to be report- - that neither digested or nourished, to
X
accommodate delegates and their
ed in the newspapers some years ago. since I have been fed right I feel
friends
genattending
Presbyterian
the
I have talked with American conduc- - right' '
eral assembly at Los Angeles, May 21
tors, engineers and train operators
Name furnished by Postum Co. Bat-an- to June 2.
they inform me that as a rule tie Creek, Mich.
The delegates' train will leave Chi- - XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
dust-layin-
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... Waists...

regu-

for

50c pair

7

for boys; no greater variety will you find in the city;
all siaes; all colors; either with collars
detached or attached.

PRICE OO O EACH

300 - 302 - 304 - 300 - 300 - 310 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE
$35 00 Round Trip
$25.00 One Way
If you expect to go to California, why not go when the railroad fare is low? From now to June 15, 1903L
you may go there for $25.00. You may buy a round trip ticket May 13 or May 13 to 19 inclusive, for S35.0v
a considerable reduction from current rates. , These round trip tickets will be limited to June 16. and liberal
stopover privileges accorded. .
.
e
one-farThe
tickets will be accepted for passage in free chair cars carried on fast trains. If sleeper Is
desired, tickets will be accepted for passage in tourist sleepers on payment of customary Pullman chargsv
The round trip tickets wll be honored on any Santa Fe train Pullman space extra. 8anta Fs all the way.

A profusely illustrated folder Iss ued by the Santa Fe describes the trip
to California, and also contains complete schedules of the special trains to
be run for those who avail themselves of the low rate made for the general
assembly of the Presbyterian church and the general convention of Master
Plubers. Sent free on request

17

Agt, Albuquerque,' N.M.

F. L.Myers, Ticket
See the new spring showing of Easter suits, at our store. The entire line
is now on display. Prices range from
1U to IZO.
SIMON STERN,

Subscribe for The Citizen

VP

The Railroad Avenue Clothier.

W. L. Douglas shoes first spring
shipment has arrived manr new
styles In patent vlci, ylcl kid, French'
ana dox cair 13 ana 13.60. bimon
STERN, Railroad Avenue Clothier. !

FINE LIQUORS AND CIGARS

TIME TABLE

Sole Agents for Lamp's Standard
In Bdect TNov.mber

10S,

CHA8. L. KEPPELER, Propritwtv
213 8outh Second Street
"(
--

ARRIVE FROM THE NORTH.
I No. 1,
California Express.... 7:16 p.m.
No. 7, Hex. A Cal. Express.. 10 :05p.m.
. No. 3, California Limited. . . ,10:40 a.m.
LEAVE OOINO NORTH.
Railroad Time Tables No. 3, Atlantic
Express
S: 30 sua
No. 4. Chicago T.lmltoH
j No. 8, Chicago Express
7:30 p.m
Denver & Rio Grande System
ARRIVES FROM SOUTH.
No. 32, Atlantic Express .... 7:10a.m.
8ANTA FE BRANCH.
LEAVES GOINQ SOUTH.
No. 37, Mexico Express
Time Table No. 71.
11:00 pm
ARRIVE FROM WE8T.
(Effective Wednesday, April 1, 1303.) No. 3, Atlantic Express
8:05 a.m.
No. 4. Chicago Limited
11:69 p.m.
East Bound
West Bound No. 8, Chicago Express
6:46 p.m
No. 426
No. 426 '
L.KAVH2 UUINU WEST.
9:00 ani.Lv... Santa
.Art 6:20 Dm' NO. 1. California Kmri
11:00 am
. . Espanola. . . .
8:00 pm No. 8, California Limited.... 11:00 a.m.
1:05 pin
. . . Embudo . , , .
1:05 pm No- - 7 Mex & Cal. Express. .10:46 p.m.
3:40 pm .Tres Pledras.. 110:05 am I No. 7 will carrv mall frnm tha ammi
6:35 pm . .. Antonlto . , ., 7:35 am and No. 3 from the west
The No. 8 and No. 4 are the limited
8:50 pm ... Alamosa ....
6:10 am snd they arrive dally.
. . . Pueblo
3:05 am
1:37 am
Local freight No. 99, going south,
7:15 am Ar. .. Denver ...Lv 8:30 pm
carries passengers.
r. L. MTERS. Agent
Trains run daily except Sunday.
Connections With th main lln ant
branches as follows:
At Antonito for Durante. Hllorfrn
and all points in the San Juan country.
HOTEL CLAIRE...
At Alamosa (with standard
for La Veta, Pueblo, Colorado Springs
SANTA FE. N. M
and Denver, also with narrow gauge
or Monte Vista, Del Norte and Denver,
FIRE
PROOF,
ELECTRIC
Creede and all points in the San Lula
LIGHTED, STEAM HEATED,
valley.
At Sallda with main line
btNTRALLY LOCATED.
(standard eaueel for all rn!nt
aat
BATHS
AND
SANITARY
and west Including Leadvllle vid narPLUMBING
row gauge noints between Salida and
THROUGHOUT.
Grand Junction.
LARGE
SAMPLE
ROOM
At Florence and Canon Citv fnr tha
FOR COMMERCIAL MEN.
gold camps of Cripple Creek snd VicAMERICAN OR EUROPEAN
tor At Pueblo. Colorado Surlncs and
PLAN- Denver with all Missouri river lines
litO. t. tLLIS,
for all points east
Proprietor and Owner.
For further information address tha
undersigned.
Through nassencpra from Ranta V
In standard gauge sleepers from Ala
A.
mosa can nave berths reserved on application;
. FIRE INSURANCE
B. W. ROBBINS, Oen. Agt.,
Secretary Mutual Building Association
Ranta Va N M
S. K. HOOPER, O. P. A.. Denver. Colo. Office at J. C Baldrtdge's Lumber Tar

1

The North Pole Saloon

.....

I

04K4K4KI
E. WALKER

Q. Badaracco
Dealer In

Oencral Herchandlae and
Liquors
Proprietor
All

of the Summer

(Urates

tanas of Country Produce Bought

and Sold.
Goods Delivered Free to all
the City.

Parts

e4t

Corner of Third and Tljeras
Albuquerque
New Mexle

THE8outhARCADE
First Street
311

FRANK VAJO, Proprietor.

The oesc ot liquors servea to pas
rons of the bar.
Sandwiches of all kinds served.
Nice large rooms, everything bra
new, upstairs for lodging purposes.

The ICEBERG
Railroad Avsnue.
812

VV.

The finest line of Liquors and Cigar

All patrons and friends cordially in vis-

ed to visit "The Iceberg." Lunca
served every day.
STEVE BALLING.

la

Proprietor.

MELINI & EAKIN
WHOLESALE

LIQlTRS

A CIOARSJ

We nandle everything .a uur Uas
Distillers Agents
Special distributors Taylor m. WUUasati;
Louisville, Kentucky.
f
111 S,

First St,

Albuquerque, N.

M&

THE ALHUQUERQUh DAILY CITIZEN

ftarded him as our leader and he was
morally responsible for all we did. We
knew we had the governor and tne
pardoning board behind us and we
mi raaiLrt mvoritb idioini
were not afraid of punishment for kill
ing Ooebel."
Youtsey on cross examination said
that after he was arrested and sent to
the penitentiary he still had hope of
gaining his liberty. He thought that
CANDY CATHARTIC
Yerkes would be elected governor and
an
osH
JJJ.
would pardon him. erkes was defeat25c, SOc"
DrsnUta
ago
year
he
a
ed, however, and about
decided to tell his story to the prison
FOR
physician, Toiiin.
Youtsey said further that he had tne
additional Incentive to tell his story as
Taylor, Powers and others had used being a confederate of Munsell Is a
8TOCK3, MONEY AND METAL.
him as a cat's paw and scapegoat and mistake. He had nothing to do with
New York, April 16. The following
then deserted him when be got into the shortage.
were the quotations of the New York
trouble.
stock market at the close of today:
SOAP IN THE GINGERBREAD. Atchison
81 Vs
POSITIONS.
GOVERNMENT
91 V4
Atchison, preferred
A Iroact of the Maine Foreit Wtlefc Npw York Central
131
A Few Jobs Under the Civil Service
135V,
Pennsylvania
Rules.
iooaB6V6
Southern Pacific
The United States civil service comOn XL
TTnlD.nIA
uuiuu rnciut;
'DM
mission calls attention to the fact that
89
.... o7B
an examination will be held on April with soap in .."asked Frank Hrown. hn,nrac nc Prelerrea
.... 35
21 for the position of engineer drafts
the oldest camp cook on the West u- - - Dlee'
8614
man In the office of the supervising ar Branch, who, according to the New U. S. Steel, preferred
chitect, treasury department, at a sal York Sun, boasts that he ha made
Money Market.
ary from 1,400 to $1,600 per annum.
tr.ore than 2,000 barrels of flour1 into
New York, April 16. Money on call
cream of tartar bread in the course
On May 6, for the position of editor
ial clerk in the geological survey at a of 26 winters in the forest. "Ef ye easier at 44V4 per cent. Prime mer
per cent. Silhain't e't it, you don't know what's cantile paper at
salary of $1,500 per annum.
ver, 49.
On May 6 for the position of assay-e- r fcood.
Why, a lumberman would no more
In the mint bureau, treasury departMetal Market
ment, at a salary of $2,200 per an- think of eating gingerbread without
New York, April 14. Lead Quiet;
soap into it than he would think of
num.
Copper Nominal; $15.0u
On iay 26, for the position of as- drinking new rum without molasses. $4.67.
15.25.
They
soap
always
Into
go
together
sistant telephone operator (male) In
the department of commerce and la- the irlnirerbread and niolatses into
GRAIN AND PROVISIONS.
rum, and both are jest about as
bor. Washington, D. C, at a salary of the
good
as is made.
Chicago, April 16. The following
$720 per annum.
"My rule la to dissolre a hunk of were the quotations at the close of the
On May 26, for the position of
helper (floor hand) In the hard soap as big as a hen's egg In a market today:
Wheat May, 77c; July, 71
electrotyping and stereotyping foundry gallon of water, then pour in a galof the government printing office, lon of molasses, a half pound of bak- 71 c.
ing powder and stir in the flour until
Corn April, 43c; May, 43c,
Washington, D. C.
Then
Oats April 33c; May, 33c.
On May 26 and 27, for the position of the dough will almost run.
Pork May, $17.95; July, $17.32.'
forest draftsman In the bureau of for grease yer pans, slapred-ho-in the mixture
oven.
t
estry, department of agriculture, at a and chuek it Into a
Lard May, $9.82; July, $9.72.
"When It comes eit all golden
salary of $900 per annum.
Ribs May, $8.98; July, $9.65. . .
brown and full of tweet bubbles
Look Into Klein worts marke'; on
that smoke when you break them
INSURANCE CASE.
open the man who won't eat such North Third street. He has the nicest
Cresh meat In the city.
Celebrated International Case of a Pe- food Isn't flt to live or die.
o
"You can't tell me that soap ginculiarly Atrocious Crime.
There will be a very Important meetgerbread
H
I've
to
eat.
flt
eat
ain't
ing
of the Ladies' St. John's Grill FriWashington, April 16. In issuing a
more
25 years, and I'm jest as day afternoon at 2:30 at the rectory.
warrant for surrender to the Mexican tound than
y
as I was when I first Every member la urgently requested to
government of Dr. Charles S. Harle,
tasted the food."
be present.
now held under arrest at El Paso, Tex.,
o
on the charge of being accessory to a
Subscribe for The Citizen.
murder committed In Chihuahua, the
For over Sixty rears.
state department today took steps to An old and well tried remedy.
secure the punishment of a peculiarly
D
Mrs. Winslow'a Soothing Syrup has
MAKING AN IMPRESSION
atrocious crime which has engaged the been used for over sixty years by milattention of two governments, and one lions of mothers for their children
of the big New York life Insurance while teething with perfect success. OOOOOOOOD0O0OOODOO
companies for many months. Papers It soothes the child, boftens the gums,
filed at the state department allege allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
that the Mexican agent of the company, Is the best remedy for diarrhoea. Ia
T. C. Richardson, a man named Merl- pleasant to
the taste. Sold by drug
deth and Dr. Harle conspired to mur gists In every part "f the world.
der a man In order to collect an In- Twenty-fiv- e
cents a bottle. Its value
surance policy on his life which had Is Incalculable.
Be sure and ask for
been issued by Richardson. The policy Mrs. Wlnslow's Soothing Syrup, and
was made out payable to Merldeth. take no
other kind.
The victim was slowly poisoned to
-- 6
death and the doctor who attended
Subscribe for The Dally Citizen.
him certified that he died from natural
o
causes. The doctor s defense Is that
he did not himself administer the
drugs. Richardson and Merldeth, also
arrested In Texas, were discharged by
the court on the ground of Insufficient
evidence, but the Mexican government
LIVE STOCK MARKET8.
has sworn out new charges and the
That's exactly what our laundry
two men will be rearrested and held
Chicago.
work Is doing among the good people
for extradition.
Chicago, April 16. Cattle Market of this town. It's our constant aim
and effort to please careful dressers,
"Yard of Daisies" at Colombo hall steady; good to prime steers, $5.20
poor to medium, $4.355.10; and our constantly increasing patron5.75;
tonight.
o
stackers and feeders, $3.005.00; cows age proves our success. Won't you
be one of our customers?
CIRCLE DANCE AT $1.754.00; heifers, $3.505.00;
WOODMEN
COLOMBO HALL, FRIDAY NIGHT,
$1.752.80; bulls, $2.754.35;
calves, $2.95 6.00; Texas fed steers,
APRIL 17.
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second baseman of the famous Browns
Ivane ball club. He has met many old
time friends today, and his stay will
be made a pleasant one.
Charles White, who has been con
nected with the Santa Fe offices at
this point for several years, has accepted a position as bookkeeper at the
"Yard of Daisies" at Colombo hall Bank of Commerce. Mr. White will
toulRht.
fill the position made vacant by the
resignation
of Louis Hunlng, who left
receiving
employes
are
The railroad
today for the City of Mexico, where
their monthly checks today.
he has accepted a lucrative position
Albert I. Livingston, of Denver, Is with the American Venture company.
in the city. He Is here ior his health.
"Yard of Daisies" at Colombo hall
Joe Harnett and wife will leave Sat- tonight.
California,
urday night for southern
They will be absent several weeks.
PRESIDENT'S MOVEMFNTS,
C. O. Kaadt, who Is proprietor of a
curio store at Santa Fe, U in the city He Will Help Masons Lay the Corner
Stone of Park Gateway.
purchasing curios.
Mont.. April 16. Secre
Cinnabar.
Miss Lulu Smith, who was here the tary Loeb has not yet received word of
paBt few months, left last night for her President Roosevelt's arrival at Fort
home at Montgomery, Mo.
Yellowstone. He expects, however, to
Triple Link Rebecca lodge "No. 10 hear from him during the day. The
will meet this evening at 8 o'clock at president has accepted Invitation to
Odd Fellows' hall. Mary Rogers, sec- lay the corner stone of the new gate at
the northern boundary of Yellowstone
retary.
park. The ceremony will occnr during
who
York,
has
New
J. Zedder of
the
afternoon of April 24, the last day
sevbeen at the Jemei Hot Springs for
president's stay here, and will
of
eral weeks, has returned to Albu- bo the
conducted by the grand lodge of
querque.
Masons of Montana.
Powers, now In the hoColo.,
TAKING A VOTE.
tel business at Rocky Ford,
passed through the city south bound
Lake Unions Voting on Leaving Labor
the other evening.
Questions to Arbitration.
About twelve Indian students of the
April 16. Today a vote Is
Buffalo,
Albuquerque Government school went being taken at all the ports of the
to their homes In the Pueblo of Isleta great lakes where there are unions of
this morning for a short vacation.
marine firemen, oilers and water tenAssociate Justice Daniel H. McMil ders. Secretary Casey, of the firelan, of tne Fifth judicial district of men's association, said the men were
New Mexico, came down from Santa voting simply on the question of arbiFe this morning and went south on the tration with members of the Lake
Carriers' association, and it will be
delayed train.
Regular communication of Temple late In the day before the result will
be known. In any event, he said, the
g
lodge. No. 6, A. F. & A. M., this
at 8 o'clock. Visiting brethren men will not return to work until the
cordially invited. By order of the W. strike has been settled definitely.
M. Robert Abraham, secretary.
DENVER DIFFICULTY.
V. S. Mlera, the county assessor of
Sandoval county, is In the city on busi- Squabble Over 8evera! of the Municipal Offices.
ness. He has recently returned from
Denver, April 16. The fire and po
trip to the Naclmiento country, and
lice board appointed by Governor Pea- reports the sheep in fine condition.
bedy
Ben Bothe and family will leave on Judge took the oath of office before
Palmer this morning, and, after
on
and
York,
May
for New
the 1st of
filing same with the county clerk, went
the 14th they will sail for Bremen, Ger to
the office of the fire and . police
many.
During the absence of Mr.
board and made formal demand for the
to
his
will
attend
Bure
H.
W.
Bothe.
Qou warranto
offices.
proceedings
shift at Zeiger's Cafe.
will be grought In the supreme court
Bert Phillips, who Is here with the In a few days to test the right of the
Eanta Fe Elks, Is the efficient binder present board to remain In - office.
At the New Mexican Printing company, Pending the decelsion of this court the
Banta Fe. He, with other visiting newly appointed officers will make no
Elks, was a pleasant caller at The move.
,
Citizen office this morning. '
i
IRISH LEAGUE.
tor few hours yesterday afternoon. Maynard Gunsul bad as his
guest Major J. A. Irons, of the United The League Favors the Irish Land Bill
In Parliament
States army, with headquarters In
Dublin, April 16. The national conDenver. . Major Irons la the army in
spector, and left last night for the vention convened by the United Irish
League met today In the historic round
,
vest.
room of the Mansion house. About
Mrs. Rosa Berry's social dance at
delegates assembled. The meeting
Orchestrion hall last night was attend was for the purpose of discussing the
d by a merry crowd of Albuquerque's Irish land bill passed by parliament.
young society folk, who tnjoy the dan- A motion to reject Secretary Wynd-bam'cing music furnished by Mrs. Berry
Irish land bill as not meriting
and the dancing comforts and conven- support, was defeated by an overiences at Orchestrion hall.
whelming majority. This Insures a
O. C. Watson, who Is here with the conference approving the bill In prinSanta Fe Elks, in a member of the ciple, but amendments will probably
extensive real estate and Insurance be offered.
The convention unanimously adoptfirm of Paul Wunschmann & Co., and
as he was a resident of Albuquerque ed O'Brien's motion to entrust the parbefore going to Santa Fe, has many liamentary party with power and refriends here who are pleased to see sponsibility of eventually dealing In
the committee stage with amendments
film.
and adjourned until Friday.
C. A. Haynes, the express messenger
on the branch between Santa Fe and
SHOOTING AFFRAY.
laaray, is in the city on a few days'
Mr. Haynes was Man Refused to Apologize for Insulting
leave of absence.
here on a visit about fourteen years
Woman and Was Killed.
go, and he sees many substantial Im
Idaho Springs, April 16. Because he
provements, scattered heie and there, Is said to have made advances to Mrs.
since that time.
Rowse, Frank Hallock was shot and
The 'first dance given at the Com- fatally wounded last nlgbt by Edward
mercial club after the Lenten season Rowse, husband of the woman. Both
was a very pleasant social event. Prof. men were well known here. Rowse deDi Mauro furnished the dnncing music manded that Hallock apologize, but Inwhlcn was of an Inspiring nature. An stead Hallock, after some heated
appetizing lunch of coffee and sand- words with Rowse, secured a shot gun.
wiches was served during the dance, Rowse had a revolver and both men
fired. Hallock was killed and Rowse
which lasted until 12 o'clock.
A. L. MorriBon, Jr., who Is here to- wounded In the hand.
day with the Santa Fe Elks, Is the son
TESTING ITS VALIDITY.
of Judge A. L. Morrison, the Internal
In
New
Mexico.
revnue collector for
Colorado Appropriation Bill to Be
the early days of Albuquerque, Al. was
Tested In the Courts.
resident of this city, and was the
Denver, April 16. Attorneys for the
News and Times have served notice on
FROM LAST TO FIRST State Auditor John A. Von Berg and
State Treasurer Whitney Newton to
People used to take plain refuse to draw warrants or honor any
on the appropriation bill signed
cod liver oil for coughs, colds, drawn
by the governor last night,
he state
throat and lung troubles after officers were Informed that the bill
signed by the governor was not the
other remedies had failed. one
signed by the presiding officers of
Scott's Emulsion is the the house and senate and that a suit
would be brought to test its validity In
modern idea of cod liver oil the
courts.
Advice to the Democrat
Keep thy tongue from evil, and thy
Hps from speaking guile.
Impart from evil, and do good; seek
peace, and pursue It.
realms xxxlv:13 14.
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Rat an Goods, Reception Chairs, Divans
and Settees, Rockers, Easy
Chairs and Stools.
GO

CARTS 27 NEW ONES JUST RECEIVED. -- THEY

are the best, the strongest and the cheapest
In price ever shown In the city.

O. W. Strong & Son

W-s-

GROSS. KELLY & CO.

C

(Incorporated)

11 AEfi'11l WHOLESALE

I

Wool, Hides, Pelts

to-dfl-

We handle

j

K. C. Baking Powder,

if

laofflWtt

jig

Navajo Blankets,
Curtice Canned Goods,
Colorado Lard anl Meats.
Houses at

il ALBUQUERQUE,
VEGAS.

N. M EAST LAI
N. M. AND GLOR.
I ETA, N. M.

-

THE MARKETS

can-ner-

Dominican Claim Board Meets.
Washington. April 16. The Board
of Private Arbitration, consisting oi
Fredrick Van Dyne, assistant solicitor
for the state department, and Senor
Guachalla, the Bolivian Minister, to
which was referred the claim of J.
Salla and Company against the Doni
inican Government for something like
$216,000, today resumed consideration
of the case. The claim Is for amounts
alleged to be due for supplies, pro
visions and arms said to have been
supplied by the Salla company to Gen
era! Hereaux while the latter was
president of the Dominican Republic,

$4.005.00.

Imperial Laundry

Sheep Market steady; good to
choice wethers, $5.756.00; fair to
choice mixed, $4.004.75; western
sheep, $4.75(5 5.75; native lambs, $4.50
7.00; western lambs, $4.607.00.

Back of Postoffice.

B. A. SLEYSTER.

ACCIDENT INSURANCE,
Kansas City.
FIRE INSURANCE,
Kansas City, April 16. Cattle MarREAL ESTATE,
ket steady to 10c lower; native steers,
NOTARY PUBLIC.
J4. 005.15; Texas and Indian steers, ROOMS
CROMWJCLL BLOCK,
$4.005.75; Texas cows, $2.O04.0O;
automatio Telephone 114.
native cows and heifers, $1.855.00;
Blockers and feeders, $2.00(95.00; bulls
W.
$2.254.35; calves, $2.757.00; west
ern steers, $3.00(5.00; western cows.
82.004.OO.
Sheep Market steady to lower;
WOODMEN
CIRCLE DANCE AT
Cerrillos and Gallup Domestic Lump
COLOMBO HALL, FRIDAY NIGHT, muttons, $3.8o6.25; lambs, $5.C5
Coal, 95.00 per ton.
range
8.00;
wethers, $ 4.20 & 6.75; ewes,
APRIL 17.
Anthracite Nut, $7.50 per ton.
$4.206.00.
o
Anthracite, larger sizes, 97.75 per
Denver Clerk's Shortage. .
ton.
WOOL MARKET.
Denver, April 16. The total amount
Wood and Kindling, all slzea.
of embezzlement of W. C. Munsell, flat
St. Louis.
tax clerk. Is $10,087. Of this amount
Yard and Office: 107 East Railroad
St. Louis, April 16. Wool Quiet;
nearly 7,000 has been repaid to the state
St. Louis, April 16. Wool Quiet; avenue; uptown office, Armljo bldg
treasurer by former Auditor Crouter
The statement that former Insurance territory and western mediums, 15
Telephonee:
Automatic, 416 and
Commissioner Howe was suspected as 18c; fine, 1718c; coarse, 12aU5c.
267; Bell, 45.

H. HAHN

3

Only the best grades carried-eve- ry

foot
tested to 300 pound pressure. Ask your
neighbors who have used it, if it is not
as represented m i vt
ot i ot

WHITNEY
WIIOLESAIE

113-115-1-

17

SPRING MEDICINES.
Have just poured the second sack of .
Sassafras Root into the window.
Perhaps you used to dig it when you
T
was a boy back In
Can't
dig it any cheaper than we sell it
25 a pound. Enough for a gallon
or two of "Sassafras Tea."

GEO. B. WILLIAMS, Prescription

Colorado Phone

63

Druggist, 117 West Railroad Avenue.
Automatic Phone 458.

BALDRIDGE

J. C.

Native and Chicago Lumber.

PAINT CoversBUILDING PAPER Always in Stock.
Morel Looks Best! Wears Longest! Sash, Doors, Blinds, Plaster, Lima,
Most Economical I Full Measure!
Cement. Glass. Paint, ate.
First 5 tract and Lead Avenue, Albuquerque.

SHERWIN-WILLIAM-

S

ADVERTISE

THE

III

CITIZEN

DAILY
T

OLD RELIABLE"

COAL DEALER

lr'(QlIn)

I

WE HAVE ALL THE POPULAR

12-1-

,

the first instead of the last
HOWARD TRIAL
resort when such ailments
Convict Youtsey Testifies Against the
appear.
Murderers of Goebel.
The taste of the oil is not
Frankfort, Ky., April 16. Henry
apparent and the oil itself is Youtsey, state's witness in the Howard
trial, testified today. Youtsey said
makes it that
partly digested
at the time of the shooting be
easy for the stomach, Scott's was private secretary to Auditor
Sweeney, but
while his political
Emulsion is a quick, reliable status was notthat
definitely fixed, it was
understood that be was to have a good
help at all ages.
place under Taylor.
"Governor Taylor," said Youtsey,
"directed everything we eld. We re

THE BOWELS

BEST

f

twl Stmt,

16 1903

Sale Ten Million Boxes aYear.

Local Happenings

Wt'D Mn4 jou t Mm pi, (r
BOWKK, 409
SCOTT

TlintSDAl APRIL

Soutli First Street

CO.....

HARDWARE
Albuquerque, New Mexico

ESTABLISHED 1878

L. B. PUTNEY,

WHOLESALE GROCER.
Flour, a rain
and Provisions'.
Car lets

s specialty.

Carri
the LarfMt
and Ttx BiUosive
Stock ef

Staple 0 rocedet
foUli MMthWMt.

FARH AND FREIQHT WAQONS,
Railroad Avenue

...Styles

Albuquerque

Up-to-Dat- e...

"
COME, DON'T BE LATE am
We can show you a nice new and complete stock of all kinds"ol
Carriages, Buggies, Road Wagons, Phaetons and Standhopes, ect
BAIN and OLD HICKORY Farm Wagons, Harness and.Saddles.

Our Trices are extremely low.

Let us prove this to you"

J. KORBER & CO.

Corner First St. and Copper Ave.

Albuquerque, New Mexlc

I'HE ALBUQUkitQUK DAILY CITIZKN THURSDAY ATK1L 16 1103

m Why

The Groceries you buy here are just rigbt
The best quality at a fair price.

Our

i(f Pay

Coffee

as

Much

Will cause a satisfied smile wherever used.
Remember the place and don't waste time in
looking for these things.

for an inferior beer f
Scblitz beer costs twice

A. J. TtlALOY,

214 W. Railroad Ave

what common beer costs
One-hal- f
in the brewing.
for
the
product)
the
psyi
other half for iti purity.

AT HOME

REAL COMFORT

One-ha-

can be taken when your rooms are covered with handsome carpet and rugs,
which can be chosen from our superb
stock of Ingrains and Velvets. If you
want real value for your money carpets and rugs that will wear well and
look well examine the values that we
are now offering. Brussels at 75c per
yard, Wilton at 30c per yard, and last
f
price
Season sample Rugs at
to close out. Call early and get your
choice.

COPYRIGHT.- '-

West End Viaduct
Cor. Second Street and Gold Avenue

s.

you ask for Schlitz
you get purity and age,
you pay no more than
beer costs without them.

?&r4l

Aii forth
Brtwry Btttling.
111

Eakln,
Mellnt
Sonth Flr.t St., Automatic
Mo. Ml, Albuqusnjus.

k1
fbont

P.

B.
Nl ALTHOID - ROOFING
&

NO PAINTING.

Put Up In Poll Complete With Fixture lor Laying. Dure
Jm Cm

it spent in

If

Futrelle Furniture Co.

NEED

lf

cleanliness, in filtering even
the air that touchei it, in
filtering the beer, in sterilizing every bottle. And
it pays the cost of aging
the beer for month before
we deliver it.

one-hal-

bllltv Guaranteed

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
Pullman. Lieutenant Retthorst has
been promoted to a- first lleutentanry
and has alBO been transferred from
Fort Wlngate to Fort Sill, okla.
On Furniture, Pianos, organs, Horses,
CIRCLE DANCE AT Wagons and other Chattels, also on
WOODMEN
FROM $10 UPWARDS. One
COLOMBO HALL, FRIDAY NIGHT, Salaries.
to
twelve
months time Is given.
APRIL 17.
Wh-ioudelay and strictly private.
t
o
Goods remain In your possession. GET
Kindergarten Toplca Discussed.
Pittsburg. Pa., April 16. The pract- OUR RATES before borrowing.
PRIVATE OFFICES,
ical problems of the klndergarden
OPEN EVENINGS.
were discussed from all points of view
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.,
at the sessions of this, the third day
Rooms S and 4 Grant BulMlng,
of the annual convention of the Inter305 West Railroad Avenue.
Klndergarden
Union.
national
The
Speakers Included prominent educatThe left Leads.
ors and students of child training from
The left lobe of the brain, governmany parts of this country and Can- ing the right side of the body,
is known
ada. Tonight Professor George F. Vin- to be superior to !. ripht lobe In its
cent of the University of Chicago will influence upon the hedily functions.
address the conference on the subject Dr. Ptielps, a recent investigator, inof the moral problems of childhood. sists that the left brain is a No the
intellectual
half. He hus studied
G. A. R. of Montana.
nearl.v :(I0 ear of brain injury and
Anaconda, Mont., April 16 Public disease, and has found that the right
buildings and business nouses are dec- side may he severely injured without
orated with flags and bunting In honor materially anectiiig the thinking pow-erof the veterana of the Grand Army,
Department of Montana whose annual
A Neeeirwork
Waaler,
encampment was begun today. The
Philadelphia
claims to possess the
Woman's Relief Corps and other aux- most marvelous
specrnien of needleiliary bodies are also In annual ses- work in the world.
It is a
sion. The election of officers takes measuring 27 feet in lenjrthtapestry
and, 13
place tomorrow, when It Is expected feet 6 inches in width.
The
ground
that J. 8. Winer of this city will be work is silk and it is superbly emchosen department commander to suc- broidered with flptires tellirp-thhisceed A. M. Bull of Bozeman.
tory of America from the landing of
Columbus until 1SHS. A Polish artist
wa engaged six year on the work.
HOW ERMINES ARE CAPTURED.
Tarloaa Fact Aaoat Imsnlfraata.
It i a curious fact that two out r
every three I ris-- men who come to
America remain in tlie eastern states,
Far from Harm.
while two out of every three German
go west at otu&.
Perfect fur, of the delirate ermine at immigrant)
last, would be marred by the ordinaryir
mi art, so the trapper devise as
CLASSIFIED ADS.
a death for the ermine as the
ermine devises when it Urts up
Note' All classified advertisements
through the snow with its spear teeth or rather "liners," one cent a word for
of
poor
rnbbit, each Insertion. Minimum charge fur
clutc hed in the throat
w rites A! eh C. Laut, in Leslie's Monthany classified advertisements, 15 cents.
ly. Sriuuriiig his huu.it. g knife with In order to Insure proper classification
trrea.se, he lays it across ine. truck. 1 he all "liners" should be left at this of
little ermine comes trotting in dots and fice not later than S o'clock p. m.
dashes and gallops and dive to the
LOST.
knife. That greasy smeil of meat It
knows, but that f
bit of LOST Suitable reward will be paid by
Dr. Baltes, at B. Ruppe's, for the resteel is something new. The knife Is
frosted like ice. Ice, the ermine has
turn of his grip and Instruments.
licked, so he licks the knife. Hut alas
WANTED.
for the resemblance between ice anil
steell Ice turns to water under the WANTED Party or parties
to put up
warm tongue; steel turn to fire that
two
to
one
from
thousand
dollars
blisters and holila the foolish little
for Interest In an extra good paying
stoat by his inquisitive tongue, a hopebusiness; money to be UBed to Im
less prisoner till the trapper coined.
prove and enlarge plant; value of
And, lest marauding wolverine or lyux
property at present, $6,000; no wildshould come first and gobble up pricecat scheme. Address "B" this office.
less ermine, the trapper comes soon.
WANTED Room and board in privAnd that Is the end for the ermine.
ate family; modern conveniences;
southern exposure. Address M. B.,
MISFORTUNE OF AN HEIRESS.

HONEY TO LOAN

JUST RIGHT

40-ce- nt

an.

Write for Booklet

Sample

I

Albuquerque, New Mexico

BALDRlDGZf

)

SGCOH

DISTRICT COURT.

(Concluded from page one.)

The above numbers draw the clock and ring,
respectfully. Holders of tickets bearing above
numbers please call at once with the tickets.

PJJaynard,

JO
.

245 and 300
The Jeweler
THIRD STREET

Meal Market

lLJf

AU

SndB

ircsli cad sail Meals

SHAM

N. THIRD

MASONIC BUILDING.

AMERICAN

RUPPE,

B.

SILVER
TRU8G.

fACTOKY.

SJUJSJLCE

PRESCRIPTIONS !
LIGHT.

Mutual

COOL.
Essjrto Wear.
4 o pressure on
Hips or Back.
No ondtrstrsps.
Kever moves.

Retstns
Severest

H.rnia
with Contort.

Telephone

4$.

West Railroad Avenue
Albuquerqu, N. fl.

No. 203

ELMO

THE ST.

11

tiff's favor for the sum of the note
sued upon and interest.
The case of the territory against
James Hackett, Edward Farrell, Frank
Meyers and James Ward, charged with
the burglarising of Sol Benjamin &
Co.'s store In November last, was called for trial this morning. These are
Tke Owm at Arraa lata MIhn DsmI
the same defendants who, with the
Title
IU Wit ; Rat
notorious Harry Munroe, are charged
Bars a Bat.
with the burglary of S. Vann & Son's
James Hackett and
Jewelry J atorjr.
The recent visit of lng Edward to
James Ward asked a severance and the Isl&nd of Arran, oa the coast of
the trial proceeded as to them.
Scotland, recalls the .extraordinary
luck of the preient dude of Hamilton,
POLICE COURT.
and the misfortune of the owner of
in not lieing born a boy, obArran
Two Fighters Showed Up Before Judge serves the Chicago liecoW-HeralT! e
Crawford This Morning.
present duke succeeded,, to the title in
Jesus Perea, a common drunk from the most roundabout way. He is
from the fourth difke, and his
the republic of Mexico, who has only
been In the city for a few days, was line branched off in 1742 when Lord
(who had been named
sent over to the county Jail by Judge Anne Hamilton
Crawford for attempting to make an after Queen Anne) married. The
branch of the Hamilton from
assault on Jose Chavey with an old senior
to the twelfth, oiiken, after
Both men had over- the fifth 173
wagpn tire.
reigning
year, became extinct in
reached their drinking capacity and the mule line, leaving
plain Alfred
became Involved In a quarrel in which Douglas Hamilton the dukedom.
The
an enlarged vocabulary of pure, simple
duke, whose mother was a
late
When princess of Ituden, and whose
Spanish profanity was used.
bethey had exhausted their supply of came princess of Monaca, leftsister
an only
cuss words Perea picked up the piece daughter, who is now 18. She owns
of sharp Iron and would have run his almost ths whole of Arran, which is
unarmed victim through had not by- one of the most beautiful spots in the
standers Interrupted. The row occur- United Kingdom and has not becomt
red on First street In front of Pascual's vulgarized by holiday makers.
place last evening about 6 o'clock.
When they were brought out of the
jail this morning their demoralized ap- TO PRESERVE OUR FORESTS.
pearance "was a sight to behold. The
stern words of the judge echoed Clakweasea ot Hear States Ave Isv
ttraatla Themselves la the Week
through their aching heads several
a 'sviss "st
times before they were fuly awake to
the performance. Jose Chaves paid a
Clubwomen are working ia many
fine of $5 for being drunk, and his
would-b- e
slayer was sentenced to sixty states for forest preservation. They
have taken an activ part in the agitadays in the county jail.
tion in Pennsylvania, which has resulted in the preservation of 700,000 acres
Back to Fort Wingate.
of
forest lands, placing that state at
Wlnof
Fort
Lieutenant Retthorst,
head of all in this matter. The
ths
gate, who has been enjoying the life of
club at Wilkesbarre has been
Woman's
the metropolis for a few days, returned especially interested, securing the aptc. the fort this morning. The lieutenpointment of a forester to ears for fwr-esant would have prolonged his stay had
in the vicinity.
not his fleetness of toot carried him to
Ths Mains federstion has a committhe rear end of the south bound pas- tee on forest preservation. Maryland
senger Just as it was nearlng the coal and Delaware are trying to save their
chutes in the yards. Mr. Retthorst was evergreens, of which the states are bebusily engaged in conversation with ing denuded at ( 'hristmss time. Now
several gentleman friends when the Jersey wants to raise a fund of f 100,000
tiain had passed the depot before he for forestry parks along the palisade.
noticed it. He was off In a minute. Clubwomen of Wiaconsiu have planted
fcivlng a fine exhibition of his spbysical hundreds of trees during th last fw
powers, the result of long training In years. Minnesota women, ssys the Delite army, nm biiui was wilucsdcu vy troit Free Press, have labored unceasan Interested depot gathering wlio ingly to secure a permanent forest
smiled with satisfaction, when the reservation at the headwaters ol the
lithe young lieutenant swung on the Mississippi.

"

this

Finest
Whiskies,

AND CLUB ROOM.

JOSEPH BARNETT, Prop.

Brandiea,

Wlnea, etc.

Railroad Ave, Albuquerque,

ISO W.

Flour, Feed, Provision. May
and drain.
Imported French ani Italian

Toti & Gradi
DEALERS IN

GROCERIES AND

Ooods.
LIQUORS.

Fres Delivery to all
Old Phone 247

Sole

'

stents for 5aa Antonio Limn.

s

Parts of the City.
North Third Street

ALBUQUERQUE

ey

FOR 8ALE.
FOR SALE Two buggies, horses and
harness. Apply 814 West Lead avenue.
FOR BALE OK TRADE
farm In Montezuma valley, Montezuma county, Colorado, at a bargain.
Address W. H. Go ft, 623 East Marquette avenue.
FOR BALE A furnished restaurant
and lodging house In connection; the
best location In the city, close to
depot and shops; will sell at a bargain. Inquire 107 South First street
FOR SALE Four houses on South
First street, as follows: One a
two, four rooms each, and one
five rooms; cause, leaving city. Will
Address Frank
sell at bargain.
Daniels, 1413 South First street
FOR SALE Several hundred pounds
of old papera, good for wrapping
purposes, cheap. Address, The Clti
sen, Albucuerqne. K. M.
papers, 25 cents per
FOn 3AL.K--U- 14
trrdr,rt at th Citizen office.
160-acr- e

SPRING MEDICINE
BLOOD
FOR THE

THE FRESHEST

LINE OF ROOTS, HERBS AND TEAS

T. O. AflES, Proprietor.

tjealef in Stoves, Tin and Granite Ware
All Kinds of Tin, Copper and

Iron Work to Order

IS SECOND

STREET

Shset

v..

Roofing, Guttering and Repairing

FOR RENT.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms,
without board; also furnished rooms
for light housekeeping. Inquire 124
South Edith street. Mrs. Zellhoefer.
FOR RENT The best alfalfa and
chicken ranch in the county. In
quire Albright, 113 North Third
street.
FOR RENT A furnished house for
housekeeping,
with . piano and
Inquire 811
everything complete.
North Fourth street.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms with
bath. In private family, 616 North
Second street.
brick house,
FOR RENT Five-roowith bath; good barn and chicken
house. Inquire of O. Dlnsdale, Rico
S Cafe.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms
J.
at 113H North Third street.

faeaataaxD.etfiAaxataiAat5AaxatAa.t

SHEET AND METAL WORKS

5

SEE

J. H
OLD

O'RIELLY

&

CO.,

PPESCPIPTION DPUGGISTS
NCWPHONmat
THON 10

BTSsroToTBT&Tff CT&TeTorS

Headquarters for Carpets, Linoleum, Matting, Curtains, Blankets and
House Furnishing Goods.

...While YouVe Dusting...
and having the house renovated for the Spring and Summer you will ot
course see what Is needed In every room from the kitchen to the parlorthen come In and see how well and reasonably we can supply
your want.

For the Floor5
I

1

.

TOL-".-.--

Carpets, Ruga, Linoleum and
Mattings In all atyles and all
prices.

-

,:

s-

For the Windows
Lace Curtains, Draperies and
Shadea.

For the Tables
Elegant
Doylies.

.

Linen, Napklna and

ZEIGER CAFE
QUIOKEL & BOTHE, Proprietor?

f6Too"lTCT6ToTeTeTeT5ToT

jj

5
8

AGENT8.
AGENTS $30 to $50 easily made. We
prove this. Luminous name plates,
numbers, signs readable darkest
nights; samples free. Right Supply
Co., Englewood, 111.
U

BAR AND CLUB ROOMS
FINEST WHISKlEt, IMPORTED k OOMCSTIC WIN
A COGNAC.
The Coolest and Highest Grade of Lager served.
Finest and Best Imported a id Domestic Cigars

FURNITURE

CROCKERY

office.

WANTED Girl In small hotel to do
chamber work, also act aa waitress;
wagea $20. Address Oscar Ooebel,
Belen, N. M.
WANTED Boy or man for dlshwaah
er and yard man; wages $15. Ad'
dress Oscar Ooebel, Belen, N. M.
WANTED A girl to do general house
work. Inquire of Mrs. J. C. Bal
dridge, 610 tiouth Broadway. "
WANTED Highest price paid for
gents' second hand clothing and
tools. Bend address and will call. R.
Sweeny, 515 South First street
WANTED Clean cotton rags for machine purposes at The Citizen office.
Price 4 cents per pound- -

ts

SAIPIE

305 RAILROAD AVENUE, GRANT BUILDINU

cuu-niti-

nded

C

5

n'
Address,

L' V T- -

I

A

XT

poetofflce

N. M.

I --.

..mH

box 283,
-

lilt
Albu-Querqu- e,

ON

BEDS-Wo- od

or Steel

COTS

MATTRESSES-A- H

Kin

i

ART SRUARES, PILLOWS. COHFORTS,
LAMPS, GLASSWARE AND TRUNKS
EASY PAYMENTS

Borradaile & Co,,

u7 tooid Avenue

FIRST NATIONAL BANK I
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.
U S. DEPOSITORY

Depository for the Santa Fe Pacific and the Atchison, To
peka and Santa Fe Railway Companies.
$500,000.00
Authorized Capital
$200, 000.00
Paid up Capital, Surplus and profits
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:

Joshua S. Raynrtlds, president; M. W. Flournoy, vice president; Frank McKee, cashier;
H. F. Raynoldi. - - - - - - - - A B. McMillan.

Tflfyr
saB

We clothe the Toddlers from
tnree years old upwards.
If you want to see what a
cute little fellow you own,
bring him in and let him
""
"
put on some of our handsome Spring cloths. We can't tell you in this small space
about the many new things we have to show you
but we simply want to

ft

Mm mm

Toddler

Extend an Invitation
to Every Mother
to bring in the little three, four or five year old fellows
just to try on some of the new and handsome things we are
showing in Togs for Toddlers.

SKI.

SfflAEVDEIUL

The Leading Clothier In Albuquerque

THE ALB QUEKQUE DAILY CITIZEN T1IUR8JAA

8

Ayers

New Mexico Towns
RATON.

From the Gaiette.
Mrs. Arthur Cook left (or Nlckerson,
Kan., to be at the bedside of her father, who It seriously ill.
Mrs. E. C. Abbott, of Santa Fe, who
lias ben visiting with her Bister, Mrs.
P. O. Wagoner, left recently for Den-f-r.

Mrs. M. C. McWhlrt has closed her
school at Cimarron and gone to Los
Angeles, where she will spend a couple
of months.
Mrs. C. A. Chase and little granddaughter, Helen Dwyer, left on a
two months' visit with friends In Okla
homa.
Miss Laura Babbitt left for Larned,
Kas., after a pleasant three weeks vis
tt w!th ber sister, Mrs. C. A. Whlted
The young lady made many friends
while here who will always be pleased
to e ber.

Woods from the wagon and breaking
It up. Mr. Woods was not seriously Injured.
This week a petition was circulated
on the strets to have Henry Selllck
pardoned oy Governor Otero. The
petition was In charge of Henry
father, who Is very much crippled and wishes his son's aid In his
present trouble.
Henry Selllck, It
will be remembered, was sent to the
penitentiary for a term of years for
attempting to rob the postofflce about
three years ago.

Sel-llck- 's

Danger of Colds and Grip.
The greatest danger from colds and
grip Is their resulting in pneumonia,
tf reasonable care Is used, however,
and Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
taken, all danger will be avoided.
Among the tens of thousands who have
used this remedy for these diseases we
have yet to learn of a single case resulting In pneumonia, which shows
conclusively that it 'Is a certain prefrom the Reporter.
Miss Margaret Holland left for Pu ventative of that dangerous disease,
eblo. Colo., t J visit with her aunt. Mrs. tt will cure a cold or an attack of the
Fox.
grip in less time than any other treatC. H. K. Donton, Whlted's watch ment. It Is pleasant and safe to take.
maker, wan summoned to Albuquerque For sale by all druggists.
r
es a witness in a civil suit.
CLAYTON.
The Catholic convent lots on Sixth
street. Maxwell West addition to Ra- From
the Enterprise.
to the Maxton, are being
Clara Sawyer came In Trom
Miss
of
company,
lieu
in
Grant
Land
well
whli h the grant company donates to Kenton to visit her mother the first of
the new Catholic church fund $300. the week.
H. J. Hammond and James Good are
The above lots have been sold to W.
Pal-har- t
I). Kershner and W. G. Hughes and in Dalhart, Texas, receiving the
by
bought
HamMr.
bank,
lately
handtwo
thereon
erect
they Intend to
some dwelling houses for their own mond, which will be capitalized at $50,- 000 as a national bank.
use.
Mr. and Mrs. Bedford came up from
- Geo. Atkinson, who came here about
on Wednesday and are stopping
Texas
acand
ago
La
Junta
from
ten days
cepted a position as bartender In the with their daughter, Miss Ricketts.
Home Ranch saloon, broke out with They were among the first settlers of
and Mr. Bedford still has
the small pox Thursday morning. A Union county
tent pest house was Improvised some a tender spot In his heart for Clayton
distance east of town and he was re- and is now think of locating here and
moved thereto. This Is the first case going into some business again.
t small pox appearing here In a num8EVERE ATTACK OF GRIP
ber of months and the health officers
have taken every precaution to prevent Cured by One Bottle of Chamberlain's
Us spread.
Cough Remedy.
"When I haa an attack of the grip
IMPORTANT SCIENTIFIC DISCOV. last winter (the second
one) I actually
ERY.
cured myself with one bottle of Chamberlains Cough Remedy," says Frank
A Clinical Preparation That Positively
W. Perry, editor of the Enteprlse, of
Kills the Dandruff Germ.
A most Important discovery has Shortsvllle, N. Y. "This Is the honest
been made after a year's patient lab- truth. I at times kept from coughing
oratory work aimed In a certain direc- myself to pieces by taking a teaspoon-fu- l
of this remedy, and when the cough
tion. It is Newbro's Herplclde, a pre
paration that cures dandruff, prevents ing spell would come on at night I
falling bair and speedily and perma would take a dose and It seemed that
nently eradicates dandruff. These evils In the briefest Interval the cough
would pass off and I would go to sleep
are caused by a germ or parasite that perfectly
free from cough and Its acburrows into the scalp, throwing up
the
dandruff, as it seeks to cap the life of companying pains. To say that suracted as a most agreeable
the hair at the root. There's no bald' remedy
ness without falling or thin bair, no prise Is putting It very mildly. I had
no Idea that it would or could knock
thin hair with dandruff, and no dan out
the grip, simply because I had
druff if the germ Is destroyed. New.
bro's Herplclde is the only preparation never tried it for such a purpose, but It
did, and It seemed with the second atthat will do the work. "Destroy the tack
of coughing the remedy caused it
cause, you remove the effect."
"Sold by leading druggists. Send to not only be of less duration, but the
pains were far less severe, and I had
e
10c In stamps for sample to The
Co., Detroit, Mich. B. H. Brlggs not used the contents of one bottle before Mr. Grip had bid me adieu." For
ft Co., special agents.
o
sale by all druggists.
ROSWELL.
Her-plcid-

From the Register.
Dr. J. W. Sutherland last week sold
his Sutherland Lake ranch east of
Roswell to Harry Hlnde for $2,000.
The family of J. F. Hlnkle left for
California. Air. Hlnkle accompanied
them as far as Trinidad and will make
a short business trip to St. Louis be
fore returning to Roswell.
Mr. Woods, the transfer man, had a
lively experience at the depot when
the train from the north arrived. His
horse became frightened at the noise
made by the train and making a wild
dash ran Into a box car, throwing Mr,

LAS CRUCES.

Denver & Rio Grande System
ML

Your grandmother's doctor ordered it for your

r

father. It's the same
old Sarsaparilla today.

Thoroughly

Send for Pi Ice

Lltt-You-

r

Colorado Springs, Pueblo, Cripple Creek, Leadville, Glen-woo- d
Springs, Aspen, Grand Junction, Salt Lake
City, Ogden, Butte, Helena, San Francisco,
Los Angeles., Portland, Tacoma, Seattle, and also
Reaches all the principal Colorado, Utah and New Mexico
.

.TOWNS AND MINING CAMPS.

. . .

The Tourists' Favorite Route to all Mountain Resorts. The only
line passing through Salt Lake City en route to Pacifls Coast
Through 8leeplng Car between Denver and Alamosa, Cripple
Creek, Leadville, Gleenwood 8prlngs, Grand Junction, 8alt Lake
City, Ogden, Portland, San Francisco and Lot Angeles.
DINING CAR 8ERVICE a La Carte on all THROUGH TRAIN8

J.

A. EDSON, Manager,
Denver Colo.

A. S. HUGHES, Gen. Traffic Man.

n

8. K. HOOPER, Gen. Passenger and Ticket Agent. Denver Colo.

Clean Stock

i

Patronage Solicited,

RIO GRANDE WESTERN
RIO GRANDE ft SANTA FE

TIIE POPULAR LINE TO

TREES?

SPECIAL ATTENTION OIVEN TO PACKING AND SHIPPING

THE

..Santa "Pe Nursery..
GRANT RIVEN BURG, Proprietor

A Revelatlor.l
C8SSMC8SSM3SX8SSSSX83CKt0
An examination of our utock of ready
made cloth In - hv ihon not alreadv
posted will Indeed prove a revelation. '
We have the best and biggest stock
in the southwest. Call and save money. I
SIMON STERN,
The Railroad Avenue Clothier.

IN CONNECTION WITH THE

Have You

a-

DEVOE'S

MIXED PAIN

READY

One Gallon Covers 300 8quar

O
&

Exchange ?

"THE FA8TE8T
TO.

-

Have you a farm and do you
wtnt to trad It for a grocery
toraT
Have you a horse and do you
want to exchange It for a

A. N. BROWN, G. P. A., E. P. N.E. System, El Paso, Texas.

Have you a bicycle and do you
want to exchange It for

TWICE EVERY WEEK

nameraf
Have you a gun and do you
want to trade It for a book

cater

Have yo a wash boiler and do
you want to exchange It for
rugT
Have you m pair of skates and
do you want to trade thorn
far a punching bagf
Harness
95.50 to 40.0w
Farmers' Plow Harness, 17.50
$5.25 to 155.00
8addles
Fine Cowboy Saddles, Leather, Dus
ters, Collars, Axle Oils, etc
15c to 11.50

Tlios-

F Keleher

L

&

1

(Tloudcroft

Havo you spring overcoat and
do you want tc exchange It
for a baby carriage 1

TUo
I 11C Oil
Q-- f

Almost equal to a Dally at the price of a Weekly. The latest telegraphic
news form all parts of the World every Tuesday and Friday. Full and Correct Market Reports. A variety of Interesting and Instructive reading matter for every member of the family. Unequaled as a Newspaper and Homo
Journal. Two papers every week. One Dollar a year SAMPLE COPIES
FREE.

THE GLOBE PRINTING CO.. St. Louis Mo.

A badge of the

Havo you a dog and do you
want to exchange hlnr for a
rooster f

Burlington.

wirl

octy tc a

U

--

Great Republican
Paper of America,

Th

ONE DOLLAR PER YEAR

Havo you a stove and do you
want to trade It for a refrigerator I

i cists vii

I smite?
JLsfUlilo

The Qreat News.
paper of tha World. Globe-Democr- at

"For years and years a Burlington badge or a Burling
engine-maton uniform, whether on train-mabrakeman,
or agent haa stood for all the courtesy and consideration of
an American gentleman and the loyalty to duty of the trained
soldier." Nebraska City News.

In

n,

The Daily Citizen

TO OMAHA AND CHICAGO.
TO KANSAS CITY AND ST. LOU 18.
TWO THRO' TRAINS FROM DENVER DAILY OVER
BURLINGTON RAILS ALL THE WAY.

Want Columns.
Nothing has ever equalled it
Nothing can. ever surpass it.

IBiilInn
1Mb

Dr. ling's
Nov; Discovery
NUTTMPXIOW

ForC Uluttsss4
A Perfect
Cure :

sv

W. VALLERY, General

A

rent

DENVER.

TrisJ Bottles free.

The Themometer is
Seldom Higher Than

FRENCH TANSY WAFERS.
Ladies can depend upon securli
permanent relief from irregular
painful periods by using these wafer
Safe and sure at all times.
Avoid worthless substitutes by pur
chasing only from our agent.
Paris Toilet Co., Lowell, Mass., Importers.
W. Y. Walton, prescription druggist,
corner Railroad avenue and Third
street, Albuquerque, N. M., sole agent
for Bernalillo couni- -

Kxctutuiru
CAL.
FRANCISCO

61 (JS Mi'rcbsuta

MIT! .OS HTM T
NEWHALL

CUBTIS

toe Anacus,

CO.

munsiiu

5

This "Paris of Latin America" Is Situated over sli thousand feet
above the level of the sea, and the heat of the lower altitudes Is never
Au.ough not generally known summer Is the very
experienced.
best of seasons to visit the Land of Mafians,"
The dally afternoon rain, which lasts about thirty minutes, to
cools the atmosphere as to make the evenings and nig '.s lovely.
Between the music, the flowers and the pretty customs of cur
Mexican neighbors; between the beautiful night, and balmy mornings, and the cooling sea breeses of day, one becomes so entranced
with the beauty of this country as to never forget his trip under
"The White Umbrella,"
!

Advertise in newspapers
anywhere at anytime
call on or write
Advertising Agency
Dale's
C

I ADVERTISE
I NEWSPAPERS
MAGAZINES
I TRADE PAPERS

o
8
o

80 in Mexico City

If you want to

6N

6.

For All Throat and
Lung Troubles.

Monsybacklfitfoita.

L

Ticket Office, 1039 17th St

ill .M

i

Every Woman

Mem-

Call on Agent for full Information

planof

SEE THE PRICES. 8EE THE GOODS

EVER"
a

Kansas City, St. Louis, Chicago or
phis and Principal Points.

si

Whips

TO THE NORTH AND EAST

Feot

TWO C0AT8.

AIMTER'S SUPPLIES-

To

Rock Island System
DAILY TRAINS
RUNS

Anything

ft

S.v!-,,-

J

m

jbl

Acclamated-Nic- e

Pennyroyal, pills

n

w

1

Fruit Trees, Forest Trees, Shrubbery and Strawberry Plants.

heard of, Bucklen's Arnica Salve Is the
best. It sweeps away and cures burns,
sores, bruises, cuts, bolls, ulcers, skin
eruptions and piles. It's only 25c, and
guaranteed to give satisfaction by all
druggists.
o

Men Suffering

i

SANTA FE PACIFIC RAILROAD.

From the Progress.
Jose Ma. Madrid died at his home In
Mesilla.
He was between 60 and C5
406
Albuquerque
Railroad
Avenue
years of age, and had been suffering
years
or more.
from paralysis for two
He leaves three sons and a daughter,
W.
CO.
TRIMBLE
besides his sorrowing wife.
SIMON 8TERN'8 REGISTER OF
street,
Second
oetweeo Hallroad and
Miss Clrla Isaacks and Miss Lottie
SPRING ARRIVALS.
Sopper --venae
Sweet were elected delegates to the
MEN'S SUITS FOR EASTER.
Epworth league conference, which
KNOX HATS SOFT AND STIFF. Horses and Mold bought and exehang
meets May 10 at Alamogordo. Miss
d. Livery, Bale. Feed and
TIGER HATS SOFT AND STIFF.
Annis Fred 'and John J. Freeman are
Transfer itabV
HAN AN & SON'S SHOES.
be
will
the alternates. Las Cruces
W. L. DOUGLAS SHOES.
Is
well represented.
Miss Annls Fred
TIES AND HOSIERY FOR EASTER BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
on the program for an Important pa
SIMON STERN,
per.
JUDGE FOR YOURSELF.
The Railroad Avenue Clothier.
Address W. L. TRIMBLK ft CO,
delighted
with
the
Progress
is
The
Albuquerque. N. M.
Which is Better Try an Experiment outlook for Incorporation. It'baa ad'
Your Money's Worth.
or Profit by an Albuquerque CitiWe make no extra charge on our I
vocated the move right along, and has
zen's Experience.
been the only Las Cruces paper that prlng suits because they are made by
Something new Is an experiment.
had the courage to come out boldly any particular firm. You pay for the
l.fdle- -. a DrufrM
Must be proved to be as represented. and declare Its position in the matter. goods only, not for any particular
Al"4Tsrll''
yyi.NArE.
mr
n ruavarar
llllturAirinsMctadlte
tmiea, eaJi
The statement of a manufacturer Is The meeting of last Saturday night brand. But we guarantee every suit
.In KKI) sol
l with blue ribDtfti. I
tauten. KfiiH
not convincing proof of merit,
I tall
shows that the course of this pajier Is and will replace any unsatisfactory
liMtf?riu HablllUMs
5
Uisj ' your Druggist, W and 4.
tltiM...
But tbe'endorsement of friends Is.
approved by the very best people in garment free of charge.
alawi" fur Purtlettlnrtt, TtlBlU
ieiMr. by r.
Mi lirllc-- fr L4I,m
Now supposing you had a bad back, the town.
SIMON STERN,
turta Mssii. III.UUO lewlikiumaU. Sold bf
Cew
all Driuaisia.
nlriFftM
i
sflal
A lame, weak or aching one.
The Railroad Avenue Clothier.
Vmtiom Ui paper.
MstAlaM Nhni fUlisA tV.
A Sweet Breath
Would you experiment on It?
a never falling sign of a healthy
You will read of many
stomach. When the breath Is bad the
cures
Endorsed by strangers from far- stomach is out of order. There Is no
remedy in the world equal to Kodol
away places.
from Ion of nervous force often owl
KQOF GARDEN
Cure tor curing indigestion,
titctrcondiuon to youthful fguorttnee
It's different when the endorsement Dyspepsia
disorders,
dyspepsia
and
all
stomach
that fearful enemy to health.
OUTli-WES- Ti
comes from home.
repair
to
It la the business of science
Mrs. Mary S. Crick, of White Plains,
the damage cauwd by the thoughtless
Easy to prove local testimony.
LOCATED ATTrrp mrHMTTOevia
bract ices of vout h.
rS A
Ky., writes: "I have been a dyspeptic
TUB eACKAMENTO MOUKIAIIU 7
Nervous Debility never geta well of
Home endorsement Is the proof that for years tried all kinds of remedies
a
risen.
drag
victims
tnrouitn
PW.T Amovs.
its
nosa
backs every box of Doan's Kidney but continued to grow worse. By the
miserable existence, weak, listless,
es uvat,
despondent.
Pills. .
use of Kodol I began to Improve at
Read this case:
once, and after taking a few bottles am
W. R. Tripp, engineer at the Hotel fully restored in weight, health and
Alvarado, residence 611 South Broad strength and can eat whatever I like,
way, fcajs: "If backache had been my Kodol digests what you eat and makes
only symptom of kidney trouble my the stomach sweet. B. H. Brlggs &
literally feed (he hunfrry nerves, riving
case would probably have been very Co.; S. Vann & Son.
them toe precise iusredieuis demanded by nature. This woqdcrlul
elinjile, but when there was added to It
remedy cure Nervous Debility, slops
TULAROSA.
trouble with the kidney secretions the
all drains, replaces waurtl tissue.
sends
rich, warm life blood tingling
complications did not respond to medi
through every part, making every orcine as readily as I expected. About From the Democmt.
gan act and caiuiug you to glow with
Antonio ContreraB, while hauling
ueaitu.
once every year I had these attack
AltJe tHS UMtf,
sand, fell or was
his wa
and the use of Doau's Kidney Pills gon, sustaining thrown from
tl 00 per box: ft boxes (with ana ran
inury.
serious
Two
tee
Butik
free.
liOU.
l'ltAL
tocure),
procured
at the Alvarado Phar
Mkuicinb Co- - Cleveland, Ohio.
macy tided me over one which was ribs were broken and he Is In a criti
W
For sale by B. H. I Ikes & Co,
cal
condition.
predeces
successor
of
only a
similar
Dock
Walton
Taylor
and
Joe
passed
ors. For six months I have had im through town
with 125 head of cows
munlty from the annoyance and If
that they bought at
Carrlzozo
is wurtaittisiMl ihonld know
TCLOUDCROFT,
,f O'V i
Doan's Kidney Pills can be depended ranch. They are on thetheway to
TUB PRZMTBi JVM MEm
their
HE. SORT OF TH CRCAT JOVTHWEST
they
upon to act as they did when
first ranch in
Spray
Organ mountains. J. L. V
JMMEL
the
BBACtUD
DIBecT
BY TUB TRAINS
tame to my notice, I know what to use Holden goes along with wagon and
turn tuui hrtm.
V CAn
Hf.
should an attack recur In the future. team to haul the calves that are too
JUIM
's II ri.wM ImmsUj.
I I
For sale by alT dealers. Price 60 small to drive.
f
,
l4WtanMrH
n
I
PI
FOR.
nrswroriv.
Foster-MUburCo., Buffalo, N,
cents.
W. A. Hyde and family, of Three MSHVKI..
UTEIfAruiie. nr.
t
?T
a.ii on mvasi.t
no
Ns'XX
COUPON TICKET AOfcNT Ost ADDitfcSS
h. r. miMUlatimforillii
Y., sole agents for the United States.
Rivers, were In Tularosa on business
1.4. hmioiluii
V
name
Doan's
take
Remember the
and
(1mtinn. invsltt Ok
tiliciiUrnd
Mr. Hyde being a sheep man, and has I '.I.
to Udi.-.- .
ov
Mlklri.ltt.,
M
0Atmjv Hotanttsraui jystch.
17 about 6,000 head of ewes. The lamb
ao substitute.
VlasralMl4.awfrb.
XL FA40. TEXAS.
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DO YOU WANT

Makes a Clean Sweep.

d

MB USIUWU!

Trees! Trees! Trees!

There's nothing like doing a thing
thoroughly. Of all the salves you ever

Grip Hemedies in Great Demand.
When colds and grip are prevalent
the quickest and surest remedies are In
geat demand. Mr. Joseph D. Williams,
of McDuff, Va., says that he was cured
of a very deep and lasting attack of la
grippe by using Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy after trying several other pre
parations with no effect. For sale by
all druggists.
COMING "EVENTS.
April 16 Elks' "A Yard of Daisies,"
at Colombo hall.
April 16 Home missionary concert
at public library hall.
April 17 Woodmen Circle ball, Co
lombo hall.
April 2 Concert and ball at Co
lombo hall by Italian band.
May 6 President Roosevelt will
visit Albuquerque.

.

. .

ing season begins In a few days. He
reports his herd in good condition,
grass fine and everything promising.
He expects to move his family to the
Hondo, on the east side of the mountains, when the lambing season Is
over. He has a good place there, with
farm and plenty of water for

LORDSBURG.

w

DENVER ft RIO GRANDE
RIO GRANDE SOUTHERN

COMHERCKL CLUB BUILDINO.

ATIB CO., Lowall. Km.

From the Liberal.
Mrs. Bay Shannon and son came
down from Clifton to meet Mr. Shan
non, who passed through from Phoenix to Texas.
Miss Hattie Gaddts, of Gold HUI,
left for Tempe, Arizona, where she
will take a course in the normal school
and fit herself to teach In Arizona.
E. W. Clapp, Fred L. Smyth and O.
W. Stewart have been In Las Cruces
attending the session of the United
States court telling what they knew
about Madrano breaking into a sealed
car, and . stealing good 3, that were
being shipped through the United
States under the charge of the custom officers.
L. Chample, the Red Rock merchant,
was In the city the first of the week.
He reports that the cases of Lyons &
Campbell against the farmers of Red-rocthe object of which Is to deprive
the farmers of the water, are In progress, the testimony being taken before a commissioner. He thinks that
some of tne farmers will win their
cases.

m

LOCAL UNDERTAKER

laxative, purely vegetable.
i. C.

16 lUO

Residence, Automatic 'Phone 299
utomatlc 'Phone No. 516.
Hell Telephone No. 11$.

Sarsaparilla

Tested and tried for 60
years. If constipated,
use Ayer's Pills; gently
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Is prepared tc furnish you with thr best of accommodations to f
Call on or address,
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YOU CAN, OF COURSE,

COUNTY.

buy bread anywhere, but If you want
good, light, well baked, home-mad- e

......NEW CURE FOR

CONSUMPTION

It Is Rich in Many Risourses, Wait-

Stventy Per Cent in the 5ccond Stage
of This Disease are Cured by the
NEW

OZ0N0F0RM TREATMENT

a cure for consumption, there has been eniless theorizing
and numberless "cures" have been advocated, practiced and abandoned.
Those proposed have generally been based on the alleged discovery of
some mysterious compound having the effect of arresting the disease.
There are of course very pertinent reasons why these "discoverers" should withhold from the public Information as to the nature
of their remedies, but If this Is necessary, It Is hardly likely to beget
As to

widespread confidence.
THE OZONOFORM TREATMENT.
new
Treatment for Consumption which has been
Ozonoform
The
Introduced by Dr. Frederick J. Fielding and Is now being tried with the
above satisfactory results at the Fielding Institute in the Hicks Building, San Antonio, Is sharply differentiated from the other
cures first Is the fact that Its nature Is openly proclaimed by its
originator, Dr. Kretchmeyer of Berlin, and second, that It is founded,
not on some sudden and accidental discovery of a curative aubstance,
but on the results of years of study and experimentation alon the llnea
which modern scientific thought has indicated as the most likely to
bring about satisfactory results.
GET DR. FIELDING'S BOOK.
A full description of the new Ozonoform Treatment, together with
much information of value to consumptives is contained in a book
which has recently been published by Dr. Fielding. It is a handsomely
illustrated work, and everyone interested in the subject should write or
Dr. Fielding at the Hicks Building, San Antonio, Texas, for a copy
of it It is sent free of charge.
(so-calle-

Mesa Resort
Three miles from town, Just north
A F.w Pointers About a Good Town in of Mountain road. Covered wagon up
and back every day. Tent room with
8outhern New Mexico.
best of water or board and lodging;
Keep your eye on iteming.
terms reasonable. For particulars inIncorporated.
Demlng has just been
quire thla office.
100.000
over
ships
Demlng
head of cattle
o
annually; Is th. enter of the create
Boys' W. L. Douglas $2.50 shoes-stron- gest
breeding region In the southwest and catboys' shoe In the world-m- ade
tlemen an know this.
box
of
calf or vicl kid, at $2.60.
Mexcoming
New
city
of
Dentin, the
Simon Stern, Railroad Ave. Clothier.
ico.
Demlng has a magnificent school sysRoosevelt Rate.
tem.
President Roosevelt will be in Santa
Iteming, the railroad center f New
Mexico.
Fe May 6 from 9 a. m. to 12 noon. For
Demlng, the gateway to the beat part of this occasion we will sell round trip
Old Mexico.
tickets to Santa Fe on May 4 and 5,
Demlng, the seat of the new county of good to return May 6, for one
fare at
Luna.
Demlng Is the great mining center of $3.45. To bona fide members of the
national guard in uniform we will
the southwest.
Demlngl Don't overlook It If you are make the low rate of $1.75 for the
looking for a safe and paying Investment round trip. F. L. Myers, agent.
Demlng water Is chemically pure-equSee our new spr?ng line of carpets.
to Polan springs.
Demlng has Increased 60 per cent In pop- We can save you money. Albert Fab-e- r,
ulation In four years.
305 West Railroad avenue.
Demlng water and pur osons make
strong and healthy people.
Reclining
Investments In Demlng .ota will double
Each season brings out some new
and treble In one year.
features and an Improvement over
Demlng has now a large Ice plant and last. All our
carts are fitted with new
electrto light system under contract.
In Demlng the demand for rental and improved gear, easy riding springs
houses Is five times In excess of the sup- and durable, and more elaborate than
ever shown before. We have about 50
ply.
Demlng has an abundance of water for assorted prices ranging from $4.00 to
Irrigating vineyards, orchards, or gar- $30.00. Don't fall to see them before
dens.
buying. W. V. Futrelle Furniture Co.,
Buy lots and build In Demlng. Tour corner Second
and Coal.
20
per cent on the
rental returns will be
Investment.
Dedication Ceremonies, Louisiana Pur
In Demlng good safe loans can be Lad
chase Exposition, April 30 and May
In
at better rates than the old established
2, 1903. National and International
towns.
Good Roads Convention, April 27,
At Demlng you can buy lots at HOC
May 2, 1903. St Louis.
which will par you 100 per cent In leas
One fare plus $2 for round trip;
than twelve months.
In Demlng another good hotel la needed dates of sale, April 28 and 29, good to
to accommodate the enormous Increase of leave St. Louis up to May 4. For fur
population.
ther Information call on ticket agent.
Demlng Is a great health result has no F. L. Myers, agent.
superior In climate for the cure of pulo
monary troubles.
Eggs for Hatching
Demlng will be the great smelter center.
From fine Black Minorca, prolific lay
Two large plants will be Installed within
ere of large white eggs; 50 cents per
the year.
Why buy high priced lots when you can 13. Also eggs from the beautiful light
get them In Demlng cheap now, with cer- Brahma, 75 cents per 13.
EDWARD McQUIRE.
tain advance assured T
Agricultural lands In Demlng are unsurpassed for fertility, production of fruits Coronado Tent City, Coronado, Cat.
We will have on sale to Coronado
and vegetables of all kinds.
Demlng offers the same opportunities Beach, Cal., on every Tuesday, Thursnow that the most prosperous cities In the day and Saturday during May, June,
west offered several years ago.
July, August and September, 1902;
Demlng needs one hundred new house,
to supply the demand, and needs them round trip tickets at rate of $35, limit
ed to November 30, 1903; stopovers in
now. This dnmand continues to grow.
O
either direction west of Barstow, Cal
For further Information call on ticket
Electrical Works.
M Nash, corner of Lead avenue and agent Atchison, Topeka ft Santa Fe.
Second street, contractor and dealer F. L. Myers, agent.
in all kinds of electrical appliances.
Subscribe for The Citizen.
Electric door bells, chandallers and
fancy shades, burglar alarms, fans
Notice of Forfeiture.
and motors, and special wiring. AutoTerritory of Arizona, County of Co
matic 'phone 401.
chise, ss.
o
Mrs. Bamuiui, at ner parlors. No. To M. J. Sherlock, his heirs and as
signs:
20S South First street, over the Hyde
You are hereby notified that I have
Exploring Expltlon store. Is prepared
to give thorough scalp treatment, do expended one hundred dollars ($100.00)
hair dressllng, treat corns, bunions In labor and improvements upon the
and ingrowing nails. She gives mas- "Aunt Betsy" Mining Claim, situate in
sage treatment and manicuring. Mrs. Peralta Canon, Cochitl District, Berna
Bambini's own preparations of com- lillo Co., New Mexico, as will appear
plexion cream builds np the skin and by certificate filed February 8, 1896, In
improves the complexion, and are the office of the recorder of said Coun
guaranteed not to be injurious. She ty. In order to hold said premises un
also prepares a hair tonlo that cures der the provisions of section 2324 Reand prevents dandruff and hair falling vised Statutes of the United States, beout; restores life to dead hair; re- ing the amount required to hold the
moves moles, warts and superfluous same for the year ending December SL
hair. Give her a trial She also has 1902.
And if within ninety days from the
a very fine tooth powder, which she
guarantees to be free from all metallic serving of this notice, you fall or resubstance. It perfumes the breath, fuse to contribute your proportion of
hardens the gums and makes the teeth such expenditure, together with the
clean and white. It is highly recom- cost of this publication, as a
mended by all first class dentists. Al- your Interest in the said claim will be
so a face powder, a freckle cure, and come the property of the subscriber un
pimple cure, and pile cure. All of der said section 2324.
Dated March 19th, 1903.
these preparations are purely vegetaALEX CONRAD,
ble compounds. Give her a titaL
Signature,
Automatic telephone 490.
DEMING.
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Jim Dumps Is back our Sunny Jim.
A sunnier world now welcomes him
A world brimful of snap and vim,
Which formerly was sick and grim.
Since proper food put life In him,
"Force" changed the world for "Sunny
Jim."

ing Dtvelopment.
LETTER FROM A.

Over Eighty Per Cent in the First Stage and

J.

FRANK.

Editors Citizen:
Algodones, N. M., April 14. The
new county of Sandoval Is rich In natural resources; the county Is traversed
almost centrally north and south by
the great Rio Grande, and In the same
direction by the great Santa Fe railroad, direct from Chicago on the great
lakes to the Pacific ocean, and San
Combining its stock,
Francisco.
grain, fruit, minerals of all kinds,
building material; and with Immigration, and the vast market facilities we
have, will surely make this new county one of the richest In the whole
h
of the wool
southwest.
grown in the territory Is grown In the
new county. The region producing the
Delaine Merino wool, large herds of
finely bred cattle. The county has a
great future as a dairy county. This
county being the gateway to the Pacific coast. Alone the great oil fields,
known as the Algodones oil fields, Is
something enormous and cannot be appreciated without a visit to them. The
Algodones OH company controls about
6,000 acres of these great oil fields.
They have a $7,000 plant of machinery
on the ground, and are now boring for
oil night and day. Besides the great
coal fields which have been opened up
by the Santa Fe Central Railroad company. They have at work In the mines
seventy-fivmen. This new county
will open up the largest coal fields In
the southwest, and the Santa Fe Cen
tral Railroad company will be enriched
ten-folfor their labor. There Is more
railroad activity in this new county
than anywhere In the southwest. The
new county has the largest tract of
merchantable timber than any other
county In the territory. It has the most
wonderful, sulphur springs and the
great Jemez hot springs, known all
over the land for their curative prop
erties, also the finest resorts In the
southwest. With the Sandia mountains, which are very rich in gold, silver, copper and lead, only waiting for
the capital to take it out. The new
county will soon have one of the largest smelting plants in the southwest.
Built by eastern capital at Algodones,
one of the loveliest spots on the Rio
Grande, and the most favorable place
for a large city to build up. The country around Is not without Its scenic
attractions, and the climate Is equal to
that of sunny Italy. There cannot be
found on any part of the globe, such
surface indications for gold, silver,
copper, lead and Iron as In the new
county of Sandoval. The oil fields are
certainly the finest surface Indication
on the face of the globe, with the oil
springs cropping out eveiy where, and
the great amount of the oil bearing
shale, that is to be seen, is beyond
comprehension without paying it a
buildings are
v!sit. Large
being built at Algodones, and several
more will be built, and several fine cot
tages are contracted for to be built, In
fart the new county of Sandoval Is and
will be the most progressive county in
the territory. With Us brand new
officials, who are all progressive busi
ness men, they will take pride In pushing the new county to the front. The
beautiful city of Albuquerque on the
south, with a population of anout
people and a distributing point,
only sixteen miles away, and the coun-tyseof Bernalillo county, which Sandoval county was a part of. The new
county of Sandoval Invites capital to
come and look over the resources,
that Is here only waiting the capital to
develop their vast and profitable hidden treasures, that can only be developed by men of means. They are here,
and we Invite you, one and ail, to come
e

d

two-stor- y

14,-00- 0

A Wife Savs:
"XTc have four children. With th first
! suffered almost unbearable paint from
12 to 14 hours, and had to be placed under
lbs influence of chloroform. I tucd three
bottles of Mother's Friend before our but
child came, which
h a strong, fat and
bealtny boy, dotnff
r
my housework up
to within two hours
of birth, and suf
fered but a few hard
pains. This liniment Is the grandest remedy ever

thru

V

made."

Mother's
Friend
will do for every woman what it did for the
Minnesota mother who writes the above letter. Not to use it during pregnancy b a
mistake to be paid for in pain and suffering.
Mother' i Friend equips the patient with a
strong body and clear intellect, which ia
turn are imparted to the child. It relaxes
lbs muscles and allows them to expand, it
relieves morning sickness and nervousness.
It puts all the organs concerned in perfect
Condition for the final hour, so that the actu
labor is short and practically painless. Danger of rising or hard breasts b altogether
avoided, and recovery b merely a matter el
a few days.
Dra-rMil Moih.r't Fri.ad
kettle.
The Bradfleid Hcgulator Co., Atlanta,
Scad fee ear frMUl.itt.ua' keek.
.

J

toll,

(,.

bread, biscuits, rolls, pies or cake,
this Is the place. You cannot buy such,
as we bake anywhere else. Ton will
find everything that we bake the best.
Our prices the lowest for the quality.
WOMAN'S EXCHANGE,
S23 South Second street; Bell 'phone
A15.
u

The Chicago Restaurant and Short
Order House.
Meals and short orders at all hour
of the day. Boarding by tie week at
reduced rates. Remember the place
on Railroad avenue, between San Jose
market and French bakery.
o

Our linen display is attractive: out
prices none the less so. Albert Faber,
Grant building.
o

or cos
orlng in Matthews' Jersey milk,
No tuberculosis preservallne
o

Tb. Beady.fc8em Cereal

Ten and 15 cent box lunches at any,
hour of the day at the Chicago Restaurant, Railroad avenue.

always gets

One-tent-

Ut

7

a glad hand.
dates ef waeet

Sweet, crisp

We ran suppiy your wants In oil
cloth, and linoleum. The largest stock
to select from at Albert Faber'e 305
Railroad avenue.

4 aaalL

Force" Three Time, a Davy.
"Thanks for 'Force.' I eat It three times a day. Folks call me

lmCE,

F. A. jones,
Consulting Mining Engineer
Field assistant U. 8. Geological Survey,
Albuquerque, N. M.
Correspondence solicited.
61
Taxpayers of precincts 12 and 26, of
the city of Albuquerque, can leave
and see what we have In this, our new making a fine showing, and altogether B. H. McKenzle, Al. Morrison, Jr., Burt their tax returns at the office- - of F. K.
county.
A. J. FRANK.
the prospects for a strong territorial Klunk, Santa Fe; O. O. Francisco, Kent, on Third street, for the next
military organization are extremely Omaha; E. D. Aller, Kansas City; F. few days, where the assessor has esFor liver troubles and constipation
encouraging.
B. Meyers, Cincinnati, Ohio.
tablished an office for the purpose.
There's nothing better in creation
Las Cruces has the material for as
Grand
Central.
Early spring styles oi W. L. Douglas
Than Little Early Risers, the famous fine a company as can be enrolled anyL. F. Woodcock and wile, Mrs. H. F. shoes are at hand. 'Every style la
little pills
where In the territory, and now, taking
They always effect a cure and save new life, it should be one of the best Woodcock and daughter, Portland, shown from the patent leather vicl
doctor bills.
n New Mexico.
The company will at Ore.; Amerlco Dlgneo, A. J. Griffin, dresB shoe to the heavy box calf work.
Little Early Risers are different once be supplied with uniforms and Frank Ford, Charles Haynes, Ray Ing styles, at $3 and $3.50. Simos
Stern, Railroad Avenue Clothier.
from all other pills. They do not weakrifles. Rio Grande Re- Baxter, Santa Fe.
en the system, but act as a tonic to the publican.
Foley's
Honey
no
and
Tar contains
FURNISHED ROOMS.
tissues by arousing the secretions and
will
opiates,
housekeeping, with or with
not
constipate
light
and
like
for
restoring the liver to the full perform- Dreadful Attack of Whooping Cough.
Inquire at Minneapolis
Mrs. Ellen Harllson, of 800 Park nearly all other cough medicines. Re- out board.
ance of its functions naturally. B. H.
avenue, Kansas City, Mo., writes as fuse substitutes. Alvarado Pharmacy. House, between Hunlng and Coal, oft
Briggs & Co.; S. Vann & Son.
Second street
follows: "Our two children had a seCRIMINALS SENTENCED.
whooping
vere
cough,
one
of
attack of
SOCORRO SHORTAGE.
We are headquarters for lace cur.
them in the paroxysm of coughing Judge Mills Sends a Number of Crim- tains, draperies and portieres. Albert
Bondsmen of Abran Abeytla Offer to would often faint and bleed at the
inals to the Penitentiary.
Faber, 305 Railroad avenue.
nose. We tried everything we heard
Make a Settlement.
The criminals convicted at the last
Spring suits of superior quality and
The New Mexican says that from of without getting relief. We then term of the district court held In Raofficial sources it is learned that Abran called In our family doctor who pre- ton received sentences as follows, says superior workmanship. A picked show
Ing of the best products of the aeaaon.
Abeytla, former collector of taxes and scribed Foley's Honey and Tar. With the Raton Range:
Willie Sullivan, burglary, sentence The very latest novelties in the finest
treasurer of Socorro county, Is short the very first dose they began to ImIn his accounts and indebted to the prove and we feel that it haa saved suspended on condition that he leave grades of pure wool casslmeres and
pure worsted cheviots. The blggesfi
the territory.
territorial treasury in tfie neighbor- their lives." Refuse substitutes.
stock of clothing ever brought to the
Pharmacy.
16
years
Sweeney,
burgWillie
old,
hood of $3,500, and to the county in the
o
territory. Call around and let us show;
lary, three years in the penitentiary.
sum of $25,000. Traveling Auditor
,
SIMON STERN,
Raymond Steward, 13 years old, you.
Charles V. Safford has just made an SANTA FE BOY'S HEROIC ACT.
;
Clothier.
Railroad
Avenue
The
.
penten-tlaryyears
In
burglary,
three
the
and
examination of the collector's
a
Little
Saved
Charles
Gllderaleeve
treasurer's books of the county of SoJapanese and China matting la all
Girl's Life in San Francisco.
George Carter, 13 years old, burg-airy- , grades at Albert Faber's, 305 Railroad,
corro and from the records available
Charles Arthur Glldersleeve, one of
three years In the penitentiary.
he is of the opinion that the sums
avenue.
Fred Eshnour, 13 years od, burg
above stated are correct. Some office the young men who enlisted for serpenten
navy
during
eighteen
In
Iary,
in
vice
months
United
States
the
Legal Notice.
the
records are missing and. it is therefore
Last Will and Testament of Rafaelltl!
impossible to give the amounts ex the recent visit of the naval recruiting tlary.
George Holler, larceny of a purse,
Moya, Deceased.
actly. It seems that the stubs of the party to Santa Fe, performed a heroic
To Sofia Garcia, executrix and 1ega
tax receipts Issued have disappeared feat the first day of his arrival in San one year In the penitentiary.
Charles Wilson, a colored boy, for
tee; Rosalia Garcia, Daniel Garcia,
and that other papers and books which Francisco. According to a letter re
Ana Garcia, Rosana Garcia and Mimight shed light upon the peculiar ceived from him by his mother, the gery, eighteen months in the penitenparty arrived at San Francisco at tiary.
guel Garcia, legators, and te all
financial transactions of the
Vlcato Archuleta, forgery, one year
whom It may concern.
tor and treasurer are also not to be night and Instead of going straight to
You are hereby notified that the al
found, it Is understood that the bonds- Mare Island they stayed at a hotel. In the penitentiary.
Francisco Maes, larceny of a horse. lrged last will and testament of Rs
men of Abeytla are willing to make a He arose early the following morning
faelita Moya, late of the county of
settlement with the territory for the and went down the pier for a walk. one year In the penitentiary.
Wm. K. ritzier, assault with Intent Bernalillo and territory of New Mexsum of about $3,500 and with the coun- He was watching the passing boats
ty for the sum of $15,000. In view of when a little girl who had just landed to kill, three and a half years in the ico, deceased, has been produced an
read In the probate court of the eoua
the fact that for years past it has been and was sea sick, fell into the water. penitentiary.
ty of Bernalillo, territory of New Mex.
very difficult to collect public monies "I don't know why I did It," writes
A Great Sensation.
lco, at a regular term thereof, held on
on bonds and from bondsmen of de- Glldersleeve, "but I could not help it;
Lees-vlllbig
In
sensation
There was a
the seventh day of April, 1903, and the
faulting officials and taking also into I jumped into the water and got her,
Ind., when W. H. Brown of that
consideration the fact that Important holding her above the water until we place, who was expected to die, had day of the proving of the said alleged
papers which could be used to fix the were picked up by a passing boat."
last will and testament was by order
his life saved by Dr. King's New Disand The girl was only 4 years old. The covery for Consumption. He writes: of the judge thereupon fixed tor Mondefalcations of the
treasurer, cannot be found, It would father of the little one who witnessed "I endured Insufferable agonies from day, the fourth day of May, A. D. 1903,
seem to be the course of prudence and the occurrence, gave the young man asthma, but your New Discovery gave term of said court, at 10 o'clock la the
wisdom that the settlement as offered a gold watch for saving his daughter's me Immediate relief and soon there forenoon of said day.
Given under my hand and the sea
by the bondsmen 1k made by territory l'fe and one of the officers of the navy
after effected a complete cure." Simi- of said court, this seventh day of April,
is keeping It for him.
and county authorities.
lar cures of consumption, pneumonia, A. D. 1903.
i
It Is understood that Mr. Safford has
bronchitis and grip are numerous.
(Seal)
JAMES A. SUMMERS,
Due
Is
Served.
Notice
territory
make
recommended that the
remedy
peerless
for
all
throat
Probate Court
Due notice Is hereby served on the It's the
the compromise referred to above and
an4 lung troubles. Price, 60c and $1.
that Solicitor General Bartlett has the public generally that DeWltt a Witch Cuaranteed by all druggists. Trial
Notice for Publication.
Hazel Salve Is the only salve on the bottles free.
matter under consideration.
(Homestead Entry No. 4381.)
market that is made from the pure,
Department of the interior, Land Office
A Thoughtful Man.
unadulterated witch hazel. DeWltt's Flower Concert by Home
at Santa Fe, N. M., March 13. 1903a
M. M. Austin, of Winchester, ind.. Witch Hazel Salve
thouhas cured
Mission Society
Is hereby given that the fol
Notice
need.
of
in
hour
do
to
knew what
the
sands of cases of piles that would not
The Home Mission society of the
His wife had such an unusual case of j yield to any other treatment, and this Lead Avenue Methodist church has lowing named settler has filed notice
stomach and liver trouble, physicians I fact has brought out many worthless made somewhat elaborate preparation of his intention to make final proof in
could not help her. He thought of and ; counterfeits. Those persons who get for its flower concert to be given In support of his claim, end that sail
tried Dr. King's New Life Pills and the genuine DeWltt's Witch Hazel the Public Library hall Thursday night, proof will be made before the Clerk of
she got relief at once and was finally Salve are never disappointed, because April 16. There will be a number of the Probate Court at Albuquerque, N.
1903, viz.: William H.
cured. Only 25c, at all druggists.
It cures. B. II. Briggs ft Co,; S. Vann the city's favorite soloists on the pro- M., on April 21,
EM, of NWV4. nd
H.
Allison,
for
the
Son.
ft
gram and the whole will be supported
1 and 2. Sec. 19, T. 10 N., R 4 E.
lots
THE NATIONAL GUARD.
by a strong mixed chorus.
He names the following witnesses te
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
A feature of the program will be the
prove his continuous residence upon
Organized
Adjutant General Whiteman
by
singing
Wings"
of "Wblce
Miss
Alvarado.
and cultivation of said land, viz.:
a Strong Company In Laa Cruces.
A. P. Ballou, Chicago; F. R. Frost, Maude Summers, accompanied by the
W. H. Whiteman, adjutant general
John W. Barnett, of Albuquerque, N.
following
Cora
chorus:
Gear
Misses
Topeka;
W.
O.
United
Rethorst,
States
M.; Joseph F. Sulzer, of Albuquerque,
of the territory, and Colonel Mhyre, of
ing,
Strong,
Johnston,
Mabel
army;
Hattle
Hollingsbead,
T. M.
St. Ixmls;
M.; William Hart, of Albuquerque,
Silver City, arrived here last Tuesday
Julia Renlson, Grace Houghton, Welch, N.
N. M.; Edward F. Weed, of Albuquerand reorganized the militia company. W. S. Hopewell, wife and children, Thomas, Fitch, Mrs. Keys;
Messrs que, N. M.
About thirty young men have enrolled, Santa Fe; A. S. Jessup, T. H. Hayes,
Duncan Bell, M. Worth and Edward
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.
and about twenty more wnl probably John Heck, Denver; M. J. Kelley, El
F. Thomas.
be added to the roll during the next Paso; Mayor James A. Irons, United
Tickets are on sale at Matson's book
States army; Daniel H. McMillan, So
Assessor's Notice.
week.
B. Renehan and wife, R. C. store.
he prices for admission are 25
Notice Is hereby given that the
The young men of Las Cruces re- corro; A. Mlsa
T .
Alnnzrv
35
cents;
seats,
Nnrman
for
reserved
cents.
flnrtner
assessor of Bernalillo counsponded enthusiastically to the sug- '
gestions of the adjutant general and King and wife, A. R. McCord, Miss A. willThego proceeds of the flower concert ty, has for the convenience of tax
towards helping on the grand payers, opened an office at Room 11,
the Mesllla valley will have one of the Schormoyer, Mrs. T. P. Gable, H. B. work
the deaconess, Mrs. Yarchow, is Armljo Building, Third and Railroad
largest and best companies In the ter- Phillips. C. C. Catron, R. M. Harding.
Santa Fe; C. W. Sutes, San Francisco; doing, the report of whose work was avenue, over B. Ilfeld ft Co., In the city
ritory.
Z. A. Oppenhelmer, New York; George published last week In the dally pa'
popMay,
hustling
our
of Albuquerque, where returns of tax
II.
John
and
Rockford, 111.; Elmer E. pers.
payers will be received until further
ular grocer, will probably be captain of O. Forbes,
the company, and William F. Jacoby Veeder, Las Vegas; G. T. Haskell, Dennotice.
Fresh Cut Flowers,
Dr. Henry W. Peter and wife,
ver;
It Is made the Imperative duty of
first lieutenant.
IVES, THE FLORIST.
the assessor to assess a penalty
It Is on the program that the Las Fort Grant, Ariz.
Just received a farge assortment of against all tax payers who fall to reCruces and other militia companies
Hotel Highland.
squares and rugs. Albert Faber, turn their property for taxation and
art
will be on hand at Santa Fe and AlbuEdward B. Gee, New York; Adolfo
querque, to take part in the demonstra- L. Rorao, John Wilson, J. II. Ing, El Grant building.
this requirements of the Statute will
be enforced against all persons who
tion In honor of the visit of President Paso.
MONUMENTS.
to make their returns to the underRoosevelt, and they may go to the
All kinds of stone and marble work, fall
period required b)
world's fair In 1904. Albuquerque has
Sturgea' European.
Prices moderate. Shop and yard cor- signed within the
a fine enrollment.
Jake Spitz, San Francisco; A. B. ner Fifth street and Railroad avenue. law.
Sixty five men are enrolled at Silver Macomber, Williams, Ariz.; Richard
The assessor or a deputy will be la
H. Q. MAURINO ft CO.
constant attendance at the place desCity and the number Is still Increas- O. Kennill, H. B. Holman, Las Vegas;
ing. The company up at Las Vegas is ( Phronla Davison, J. B. Munn, Max
ignated above from 8 o'clock a. m.
Buy at Headquarters.
being rapidly recruited, and will go j Klein, Denver; V. S. MIera, Cuba; G.
Come to us for your spring suit Big- until C o'clock p. m., each "business day,
above
the necessary i Richmond, Trinidad; J. T. Kane, Mag- - gest and best stock; lowest prices.
for the purpose of receiving returns.
considerably
J. M. SANDOVAL,
A. Smith,
number. Roswell, the wide awake and 'dalena; A. O. Smith,
SIMON STERN,
growing little city on the Pecos, Is Douglas, Aria., John la. Zimmerman,
Assessor Bernalillo County,
The Railroad Avenue Clothier.

' Sonny Jim.'

Took some to the country with me, and the f artners out
there are eating ' Force ' now.
Will burr."

.

Krag-Jorgenso-n

.

c

a

i
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THE
LOCAL

Demand for
Investments

PARAGRAPHS

i

with the prosperity
.
mm
pay you. Elks' Minstrels.
Hon. A. C. Voorhees, A well known' character and ability can
.
attorney of Raton, who was at Las
Cruces on some legal matters, came Secure ample rew ards if he
ci;ZedtheorSthUon
' 2Z Rafon
the ability to market such
I want a few ol
The Womans Christian Temperance securities.
Union will hold a parlor meeting Frl-- i
i
day afternoon at s o'clock with Mrs. .the best men obtainable lor

For several hours of genuine fun, go Is growing
t" the Colombo hall tonight,
It Will
t t.
i

;

j

Ox fordo

Slippers

and

YOUR FFET WILL FEEL FINE IN
A FAIR OF OUR DAINTY STRING
OXFORDS OR SUITERS.
Dongola Oxfords, McKay sewed,

91. SO to 9178.
Viol Kid Oxfords,

iiand Turn,

9.28 to 93. OO

92.28 to 92.78
Patent Kid Oxfords,

93. OO to 93.80

0

Kid Strap Slippers,

I

-- --

A
"V

ST.?

fit

91.3a to a. so
Pat. Leather Strap Slippers,

92. SO

91.8

Children's Spring Heel Slippers,
91. OO to 91. SO
BEST IN FLAVOR,

best In yield, best In popular esteem
of all vegetable growers, Trotter's
seeds are unsurpassed for health and
vigor. Plant your garden with them
and your crop will be enormously
plentiful.

F. F. TROTTEX?
Successor to J. L. Bell A Co.
.Nos. 118 and 120 South Second St.

...

rnj

!

Easter Shoes for All
yu wni Want a Pair f

IIJh

!

J

SHOES or OXFORDS

A
I

e

X.J'-

j

J'V

i
j

Pace to buy them is at our

store. Our lines of Spring Foot- wear are complete and include
all the new shapes and lasts. The
prices are right. Call and see them

-

,

O

T. MUENSTERMAN

Opposite Poitoffles.

224 South 8econd

8t.

SMSMSSSMSWSJSMaraBBTCaWSSMSSJMSSSSSSSSSSSSMSSSSSSB

MONEY TO LOAN.

U.

W.

STRONG

tared with me; strictly confidential,
clighest cash price paid for household
(oods. Automatic 'phone 120.
T. A. WHITTEN. 114 Qold avenue

run a modern Hospital Ambulance Day and Night

Subscribe for The Dally Citizen,
o

Prompt and Careful Service
BOTH PHONES.
201-21-

1

North Second

St

J

t

Few Facts Relative to Our Ready Made Clothing

Suits over 200 distinctly new patterns are
Our entire Spring line of Men's Ready-to-Wenow at hand. They are the products ol the foremost manufacturers each suit being perfect in fashion, fabric, finish and fit, no matter the value. They comprise the largest, most
complete line of Men's Suits ever on sale in the southwest. We can fit any man no matter the size. The price on ever suit is right marked honestly, conscientiously and
extremely low considering the quality. These are not boasts we know whereof we
speak, but to substantiate the above and to make it worth your while to investigate, we offer
INSURED CLOTHING
Any suit which goes wrong, either in wear or quality, will be replaced by one of equal value
ar

Distinctive Feature About'
Our Ready Made Clothe
mrm
mrm

lit.

cu

Collars

Pockets

Shoulders
atom-tallora-

Distinctive Feature About
Our Ready Made Clothe

mrm

d

patont

non - mmgmbim,

and
mada to

Just received a full line of children's summer styles Mrs. D. D. Coverdale, 3
and misses' spring heel slippers and at the "No Name" store will sell all 2
Oxfords In red kid, black kid and pat- street hats at a great reduction on Fri- o
ent leather. Prices from SI to 1.60 at day and Saturday of this week. Now
C. May's popular priced shoe store, is your opportunity to get a very stys
208 Wost Railroad avenue.
lish street hat at a very low figure.

h

FINE
CLOTHING

EVERYTHING FOR MEN AND BOYS

STENOGRAPHY

mild

can't ba dim'
plaead.

GOOD

i

Over a hundred new patterns to select from equal to the $25
r
quality Coats made In 3 or
sacks with the new rounded
corners all lined with the
finest material throughout made from
all the new high class woolen novelties In Imported Worsteds, Casslmeres and Covert Cloths.

Suits for every day wear and for dress
that elsewhere sell as high as $13
made In unfinished worsteds and
casslmeres in many new novelty patsack coats and
terns 3 or
single or double breasted.
SPECIAL .
well
A fine Black Clay Worsted
for Easter a $15 value
$13

.f-O-R

made-to-orde-

cut-a-wa- y

$20 and $22.

We are showing the most fashionable and exclusive line of suits ever on display here would do credit to a
city twice our size
made in all the latest approved styles from the very finest Scotch and English
mixtures,and Silk and Wool Stripe Novelties every suit made for style and service.

Lb
DELICATESSEN 8TORE.
Everything nice to eat. We can tickle your palate. D. WEILLER & CO.,
Gold Avenue Grocers.

OMONEYIO

LOANl

On diamonds, watches or any good
security. Great bargains In watches
of every description.

J.

POST

& CO.

HARDWARE

A. H. YANOW
209

South Second street, a few doors
north of postofflce.

Best Grades..

AND TYPEWRITING

s who

Cotton add Rubber
Carden Hose
Hose Nozzles

graduate of the Smith Business College, at Paducah,
Ky , has fitted up parlors at H3
North Third street,
where she will teach Stenography and Typewriting to
All desiring to fit themselves
o both day and night pupils.
for general office work call and see her.
is a

2
o
o

signs the OSTEOPATHIC BILL.
GOVERNOR OTERO
Doctor Conner of this city, permitting to Grad-

uates

of recognized Osteopathic collf pes to practice in New Mexico.
The egal tight is over and Dr. Conner will still be found In his office for
the practice of Osteopathy medicine and Surgery.

Lawn flowers
Lawn Rakes
COriPLETE LINE OF
QARDt N TCOl S.

Smokers.
iteration! 2

Specialty Osteopathy

10Y

f

taratlona.

Miss L. M. Johnston

omurf

Walkover Shoes

allowing ml'

Q1S and 18

Q8-Q10-Q- 12

Stylish Dressers
in New Mexico.

arm mada letfc
3-- 4
In. outlat

FOR

FOR

ia

Always appreciate a stock of well selected merchandise. We can
assure you that our large and complete stock of wearables for men
and boys is beyond a doubt the finest selection of high grade goods

..Seams..

mat

amart
high
Don't mag out
of ahapa.
mrm

to make room for advanced

Steln-Bloc-

91.23

A

V5

In order

9
MONARCH
8HIRT9

Announcement Extraordinary!

-

--

On diamonds, watcnes, etc., or any
jood security; also houseboM good

& SUNS,

In Writing give age,
Occupation ana

I

Children's Spring Heel Oxfords,

91. SO to

I

Pro-gress-

YIcI Kid Oxfords, Extension Sole,

4

Bonier and Mrs. Wilson, at the home'
lnl3 wrtrlr
of the latter, 119 South Aino street.
Special meeting of Albuquerque
.
,
lodge No. 461, B. P. O. E., this after-- 1
u
DanK1,
noon at 6 o'clock for the purpose of
taking part in the big parade with a
references.
"Yard of Daisies." C. F. Myers, exalted ruler.
All letters treated ! itrlctly confidential
W. M. Gregg, an enterprising and
extensive sheep owner from near
county seat of Torrance counGEORGE T. DEXTER,
ty, Is In town engaging herders for the
of Domttllo Ageneiet,
tuprlnn4nl
lambing season. He reports sheep doTh Mutyil Lib Inturtno Company of New York,
ing nicely and anticipates a good lamb
32 Nimi Stroot, New York, N. Y.
crop.
DARBY A. DAY,
Regular Sabbath services will be
Manager for New Mexico,
held at Temple Albert Friday evening
Albuquerque, N. M.
at 7:45. The choir is conducted by
Miss Braithwalt and Mrs. Israel. Rab
to become
bl Jacob II. Kaplan will lecture on bright future, and promised
play"Ceremony in Religion." The public one of the world's most famous
ers.
Is cordially welcome.
The flower concert of the Woman's
Mrs. J. H. Fenner, who was called
back to her old New York home In re- Home Missionary society of the Lead
sponse to a message that her mother Avenue Methodist church will take
was dangerously 111, writes to her hus- place tonight at the Public library hall.
Dr. John R. Shuler, of Raton, has
band. Engineer Fenner, that her mother Is still very ill, suffering with heart been appointed by the governor a
trouble, and It is feared she will not member of the New Mexico territorial
board of health, vice Dr. W. O. Hope,
survive her present Illness.
At a meeting of the board of county of this city, resigned.
Hon. W. S. Hopewell and wife, with
commissioners
of Sandoval county,
held at Sandoval the other day, Slg- - their two bright little boys, came In
frled Grunsfeld, of this city, was em from Santa Fe last night, and are
ployed to prepare a complete set of spending the day In the territorial
records for said county. Mr. Grung metropolis. They will leave tonight
feld is a One bookkeeper and account- for Hlllsboro.
ant, and his services will prove valua
J. K. Holliway, a pleasant gentleble to the officers of the new county.
man, who has won many friends durEd and John Shields arrived In the ing his residence at the Alvarado durcity last night from Acme, Arizona, ing the winter months, left this mornwhere they have been contracting. ing for Las Vegas hot springs, where
They are here on a visit to Ike and he expects to remain for some time.
When they leave Mr. Holliway was accompanied by
Warren Graham.
they will go to Colorado, where' they Judge Ingalls, who will return to the
have some valuable mining property, Duke City this evening.
which they will look after. Both for
A new upright piano for rent. In- merly lived at Bland, In the Cochlti
quire at The Whltson Music Co.
district.
o
Mrs. J. G. Albright Is in receipt of
Attend the Elks' Minstrels at Coa letter from her daughter, Miss Claude lombo hall tonight.
Albright. The young lady Is the leading mezzo contralto of the Castle
Just received; a fresh lot of Granger
Square Opera company, and she Is re Twist and Beck's Hunting tobacco.
ceiving deserved recognition from the H. Westerfeld,& Bros., 207 Railroad
metropolitan papers by her singing. avenue.
The company has Just closed a weeks'
If you want fun, go to the Elks' Minengagement at St. Paul and Is now at
strels at Colombo hall tonight.
Milwaukee.
A great many of the base ball fans
IRIS BRAND
of the city wonder why the Browns of California Canned Goods and our
have not been reorganized. The sea old reliable Monarch Brand. Give us
son is here and apparently nothing a trial, we know1 we can please you.
has been done. There is plenty of good
D. WEILLER & CO.,
material on hand, and Albuquerque
Gold Avenue Grocers.
should have a cracking good team.
o
next
teams
The
to be entered at the
Don't forget the place Colombo hall
fair are to be amateur, and the boys
tonight. Elks,' Minstrels.
should begin to get In line.
D. WEILLER
CO.
A letter from Fred Raymer to Chap- GROCERS.
He Quler states that Fred met with an
Teas and Coffees Always Fresh.
accident while practicing before open
ing the season with the Columbus
MoSPADDEIM SPRINGER
base ball team of the American association. In some manner he misplaced
his knee cap and it is feared that In TRANSFER COMPANY
order to set it aright several muscles
HAUL ANYTHING
of the calf of the leg will have to be
Piano Moving a Specialty.
removed. Should this be the case It
will end Fred's career as a base ball
Colo. Phone 48
player. It Is too bad, as Fred had a Auto. Phone 297

As the result of a bargain purchase,
we can offer you four straight ten
cents.
cent cigars for twenty-fiv-

This celebrated shoes U sold exclusively by us, ami
U really a five dollar shoe in style,
durability anil appearance

SO

Have You Seen That Case of

The Plngreo Shoe
U the finest dress tshoe to be found
ble aud honest in all of its muny
good points
and

Fine Mechanical Trols
in Our Window

Dressy, dura- -

9.00

We Also Carry a Larg Stock of
if

Dutchess Trousers
mtataom

Mata

tm

94.00

yt

N

Carpenters' Tools
Builders' Hardware

t! I

00

SEE WINDOW DISPLAY j

STARRETT&

and

We pay you lo cents for a suspender button; 50 cents for a rip in
the waistband, and $1.00 for a rip in the seat or elsewhere. This
guarantee goes with each and every pair sold.
S2.50-S3.00'S3.50-S4.-

r

fllva

9

ar

Albuquerque Hardware Company
120 WEST GOLD AVENUE.

Fine Goods

4 for 25 cents
dear Havana
AM & SOW
Postal Pharmacy

